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ABSTRACT
Access to University education was for a long time a preserve of some selected few who
managed to pass highly the then Kenya Advanced Certificate of Education and now Kenya
Certificate of Secondary Education. The competitive nature of the examinations locked out
many candidates who qualified from pursuing University education. The emergence of
Private Universities has provided a reprieve that was long overdue. That is, for Students who
qualify but fail to get admission into Public Universities join Private Universities. However
concerns have been raised for example on characteristics of Students admitted and quality of
education provided. The purpose of the study was to explore the expansion of Private
Universities in Kenya and its implication on Student characteristics, access factors, quality
and completion rate. Objectives of the study were to: find out Student characteristics; find
out factors influencing access; determine the relationship between access factors and
enrollment; establish perceptions of stakeholders on quality of education provided and
determine completion rate for the 200712008 academic year cohort. The study population
consisted of 24 Academic Registrars (AR), 24 Deans of Students (DS), 24 Student Leaders
(SL), 3557 students and 792 lecturers. Saturated sampling was used to select 21 AR, 21 DS
and 21 SL. Stratified random sampling was used to select 1225 students and 148 lecturers.
The Production Function Theory was used to guide the study. Descriptive, ex-post-facto and
correlational research designs were adopted in the study. Questionnaires, In-depth Interview
Schedules and document analysis guide were used to collect data. Reliability of the
instruments was addressed through piloting in three Private Universities. The reliability
coefficient for students' questionnaire was 0.814, AR questionnaire was 0.845 and lecturers'
questionnaire was 0.781. Experts from the Department of Educational Foundations and
Management, Maseno University, were consulted to ascertain validity of instruments.
Quantitative data were analyzed using descriptive statistics in form of frequency counts and
percentages and inferential statistics such as Pearson's r and Stepwise correlation and
regression. Qualitative data were analyzed using chisquare method and likert scale while
other qualitative data were analyzed for content in an on-going process as themes and sub-
themes emerged. The study established that the minimum entry qualifications of students
admitted was a C+ in Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education, more females (58.23%)
than males (41.77%) were enrolled. Majorities (67.82%) of them were not married and most
Students (52.47%) were below 24 years of age. Most students were enrolled in the faculties
of education, business and computing science which accounted for over 70% of total
enrollment. Factors that influenced access were: Newspaper advertisements, reasonable cost
of the programmes, strict graduation schedules, University academic resources, and variety
of programmes, Pre-University programmes, and campus field trips by high school students,
high school visits by Universities' representatives, colourful graduation ceremonies,
television adverts and good public relations. Perception of stakeholders on quality of students
and students' evaluation was high; however, Quality of Physical facilities, teaching and
learning materials and administrative services were expressed as being low. Completion rate
was high (96.80%). The study concluded that students admitted met the University admission
requirements, factors that influenced access were mainly advertisements in the print and
electronic media, quality of education provided was low and completion rate was high. The
study recommended that Private Universities should improve on provision of physical
facilities, teaching and learning materials and administrative services. The fmdings of this
study are significant to Private Universities' management and Commission of Higher
Education in improvement of standards of Private Universities in Kenya.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the Study

University education is an indispensable element for socio-economic political and

technological development world over (Republic of Kenya, 2005a; Republic of Kenya

1997).Access to University education is not only one of the fundamental rights of an

individual but also, and more importantly, a crucial tool for sustained socio-economic

development and an important exit route from poverty (Republic of Kenya, 2003a; 2005a).

Besides, increased investment in education particularly at the University level is the most

fundamental path to realization of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGS) (Republic of

Kenya, 2005a). Private education is a reality and has been growing around the world together

with globalization. Even in the centrally planned countries of Eastern Europe, France and

Germany, former Soviet Union, China, Mongolia and Tanzania where the culture of private

ownership of educational institutions was alien, the wind of globalization and market reforms

have reverted the situation (Kitaev, 2003). In Columbia the private sector has been most

responsive to the increased demand for tertiary education with almost 67 percent of total

enrolment and 40 percent of enrolment in evening and night courses. This appears to be the

trend in most Latin American countries and the Caribbean (IIEP, 2000; 2003).

According to Lai-ngok (2004) China, although a one party ruling system, has deliberately

retreated from its role as a welfare service provider and has been gradually transferring the

responsibility of providing educational services to the local level, the community level or

even the individuals through the notions of decentralization and marketization. Indeed,
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private education institutions exist parallel with government institutions at all levels in most

developed and, in recent time's developing countries. In Australia they have always played

substantial role in the Australian educational development. For example, since 1998, Private

educational institutions have enrolled no less than 30 percent of all school students. In

Columbia, the Private sector has been most responsive to increased demand for tertiary

education accounting for almost 67 percent of total enrolment (Christofides, Cirello and Hoy,

2001). Almost 30 million people in the world are fully qualified to enter a university; but no

University place is available for them (Duderstadt, 2002).

The UNESCO Education World Reports of 2001 and 2004 indicated that University

education participation rate for fast developing countries ranges from 25 to 45 percent. The

indication is that for rapid development and improved human capital development at least 25

percent of a nation's population aged 18 to 30 should be enrolled in universities (Ndegwa,

2008).Private higher education is the fastest growing sector worldwide, around 30% of

higher education enrolments are now estimated to be in the private institutions, even though

public provision is still expanding in many countries (Duderstadt, 2002). The growth in

private universities has been particularly strong in former Soviet Block Countries, in East

Asia and in Latin America. Contrary to popular belief, many Asian countries including India

as well as many English speaking African countries, now have higher Private education

provision than the United States which has remained almost stable in the last few decades at

around 20-25% of total enrolments at private Institutions (Sharma, 2009). In 1960s there

were about seven universities in Africa. However, by 2005 there were 85 Private and 316

Public universities in the continent (Kihara, 2005).
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Kenya is leading in this higher education expansion with 24 in 2010 compared to 3 in 1980

(wikipedia, 2010).The growth of the Private University sector in Kenya has been fuelled by

several factors indicating limited opportunities available in public universities, frequent

closures of state funded universities and the desire to complement the government managed

higher institutions of learning.

The need to increase the higher education provision coupled with the dwindling Government

financial support has encouraged private initiatives in higher education (Graham and Stella,

1999). Besides the Master Plan of 1997-2010 encouraged universities to be flexible in

offering academic programmes (Republic of Kenya, 1997), consequently, witnessing the

emergence of Student Sponsored Programmes in Universities and a faster growth of private

ones. Moreover, the growing number of University qualifiers in Kenya combined with the

persistent Private and Social demand for higher education has led to the mushrooming of

Private universities with soaring enrolment tailored towards meeting this unquenchable thirst.

However with the emergence of Private universities and foreign missions, nearly all

Universities have established offices of admission to recruit prospective students. This has

prompted eyebrows on the question of student characteristics, access factors, quality issues of

education and completion rates concerns. The present study, therefore, will attempt to

explore the expansion of Private University education in Kenya and its implications on

student characteristics, access, and quality and completion rate.

The first Private University was marked by the establishment in Nairobi of a Kenyan campus

of the United States International University in 1970. Subsequently, the Seventh Day
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Adventist sponsored the creation of the University of Eastern Africa at Baraton ( 1978); the

Catholic University of East Africa, established in 1984 and received a charter in

1992,Daystar University, established in Kenya in 1973 received a charter in 1994.;St. Paul's

United Theological College established 1903 and chartered in 1997; the Kenya Highlands

Bible College 1953 and Scott Theological College 1962 and charted in 1997; .These Private

Universities went unnoticed except in the theological domain because the existing public

universities were able to absorb virtually all candidates qualifying for higher education , a

development that was aided in part by massive Government investment in higher education

(UNESCO,2005 ;Standa, 2010). The rationale for the rapid expansion of Private University

inKenya was occasioned by several factors:

i) The economic downturn of the 1980s militated against massive Government spending

on education, which consumed close to 40% of Government recurrent expenditure.

Limited Government funding meant that a restricted supply of University education, a

gap that was to be filled by other non- governmentplayers (UNESCO, 2005).

ii) The society demanded for increased educational opportunities at all levels out of the

perception that education could serve as a vehicle for socio-economic advancement of

Kenya (Ayot and Briggs, 1992).

iii) The Manpower development approach (Africanization policy) sought to replace the

outgoing Europeans after attainment of independence thereby seeking to replace those

who would do it (Ominde Report, 1964; Mackay Report, 1981).

iv) The Structural Adjustment Programme advocated in developing countries by the

World Bank and the International Monetary Fund in the late 1980's saw the
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emergence of the cost sharing policy in the provision of social services including

education (Republic of Kenya, 1997).

v) The inability of State universities to meet the high demand for higher education,

regular closures of state funded Universities and the desire to complement the

government higher institutions of learning (Ndegwa,2008)

vi) The need to meet the educational demands of religious and other specific social

groups including the rich (Gogo, 2010).

vii) The rapid growth of Primary and Secondary levels of education due to introduction of

FPE and FSE respectively led to increased enrolment in higher education (Ngigi and

Macharia, 2006).

According to CRE (2010), Wikipedia (2007) and Kamotho (2012), Private Chartered

Universities are the following: University of Eastern Africa, Baraton, 1991; Catholic

University of Eastern Africa, Karen, 1992; Daystar University, Hurlingham,

Nairobi,1994;Scott Theological College, Machakos, 1997;United States International

University, Kasarani, 1999; African Nazarene University, Kajiado, 2002; Kenya Methodist

Universiy, Nairobi, 2006; St. Paul's University, Limuru,2007; Pan African Christian

University, Nairobi, 2008; Strathmore University, Nairobi, 2008; Kabarak

University,Nakuru,2008; Mt. Kenya University, Thika, 2011; African International

University (formerly Nairobi Evangelical Graduate School of Theology); ,2011;Kenya

Highlands Evangelical University (formerly Kenya Highlands Bible College),2011.

Universities with letters of interim authority are the following :Kiriri Women's University of

Science and Technology,Westands, Nairobi, 2002;Great Lakes University of Science and
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Technology,Kisumu, 2002; Agha Khan University, Highridge, Nairobi, 2006; Gretsa

University,Thika,2006; KCA University, Ruaraka,Nairobi,2007;Presbyterian University of

East Africa, Kikuyu, 2007; Inoorero University, Parklands, Nairobi, 2009. The registered

Universities are the following: Nairobi International School of Theology and East Africa

School of Theology and Reformed Institute of Theological Training. There was therefore

need to conduct a study on expansion of Private Universities and its implication on student

charaterictics, access, quality and completion rate.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Access to University education was for a long time a preserve of some selected few who

managed to pass highly the then Kenya Advanced Certificate of Education and now Kenya

Certificate of Secondary Education. The competitive nature of the examinations locked out

many candidates from pursuing University education. The emergence of Private Universities

has provided a reprieve that was long overdue. Private Universities serve Kenyans who miss

chances in JAB selection and who have a thirsty for higher education. However, a number of

concerns have been raised regarding characteristics of students admitted, the factors

influencing access, quality of education provided and completion rate. There is, however, no

empirical data to show student characteristics, factors influencing access, quality issues and

completion rate in Private Universities. Given that Kenya's often declared goal is to

industrialize the economy by the year 2030 and that industrialization comes through better

education makes it necessary to study these issues. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to

explore the expansion of Private Universities in Kenya and its implication on student

characteristics, access factors, quality and completion rate.
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1.3 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study was to explore the expansion of Private Universities in Kenya and

its implication on Student characteristics, access factors, quality and completion rate.

1.4 Objectives of the Study

The specific objectives of the study were to:

J. Find out Student characteristics.

11. Find out factors that influence access.

iii. Determine the relationship between factors influencing access and enrolment.

IV. Establish perceptions of Stakeholders on quality of education provided.

v. Determine Completion rate for the 2007/2008 academic year cohort.

1.5 Research Questions

The following research questions guided the study:

J. What are the Characteristics of Students?

II. What factors influence access?

111. What is the relationship between access factors and enrolment?

IV. What are the perceptions of Stakeholders on quality of education provided?

v. What is the completion rate for the 2007/2008 cohort?
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1.6 Assumptions of the Study

The study was carried out on the basis of the following research assumptions:

1. Expansion of Private University education has implications on student characteristics,

access factors, quality issues of education and completion rate.

11. The Universities under study were mounting four year undergraduate programmes

and were established before the academic year 200712008, so as to have a complete

cohort by the year 2011.

iii. Students entered Universities at first year of study and there were no admissions at

subsequent years.

iv. Students defer studies and drop-out during the course of learning.

1. 7 Significance of the Study

The study was significant in the following respects:

1. The study would provide useful information to consumers and providers of

educational services on student characteristics, access factors, and quality and

completion rate in Private Universities.

11. The study would generate Scholarly exchange among the academicians, policy makers

and practitioners III the field of education thereby benefiting students,

parents/guardians, lecturers, University administrators, policy makers and Ministry of

Higher Education.

111. The study may stimulate researchers to undertake similar studies in public institutions

of learning.
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IV. The Study may add to the existing body of knowledge on student characteristics,

access factors, quality issues and completion rate of Private Universities.

1.8Theoretical Framework

The study employed the Production Function Theory (psacharopouls & Woodhall, 1985).

The theory looks at how one can combine a given set of inputs to produce outputs.

Psacharopoulos & Woodhall (1985) point out that the relationship between inputs and

outputs of education is highly complex since many factors affect educational outcomes. They

derive a simple production Function for Education as: A=f (T, B, E ... )

.....................................................................................................................................(i)

Where A is achievement, T is Teacher-Pupil ratio, B is books and other materials, E is

equipment. Experience shows, however, that the Education Production Function is far more

complex than this and includes many more variables. In determining the optimal level of

utilization of Educational Resources in University Education, it is vital to first establish the

long run cost curve. The production function framework in this estimation is such that the

marginal product per unit cost of inputs is same and that the maximum output can be

achieved by using the available economic resources hence a justification for the use of the

Production Function Theory.

Suppose the total inputs in University unit i.e. the number of students in a University in a

given year is given by: Q1 = f (MI, M2) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••.•.•••.••.•.••••.• (ii)

Where QI is total outputs, MJ is total number of students in the Universities in a specific

year, M2 are the access factors determining Universities' enrolment.
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Because University Education is affected by many factors, its long run function can take the

following form: E = f(M, N, Q, R S) (iii)

Where E is the Dependent variable, enrolment; M, N, Q, R are the indicators of enrollment

(expansion of Universities) - Student characteristics, access factors, quality issues of

education, completion rate respectively.

S are undefined University indicators which influence enrollment.

Rewriting equation (iii), in regression form, the following four equations are formed:

E = a + b.m, + b2m2+ b.m, + barn, + bsms + b6m6+ b.rn, (iv)

Where E is the enrolment

a is the constant, Y-intercept

b] to bn are the partial regression coefficient estimates

m, to m, are the Student characteristics which affect enrolment namely; Age (m.),

Gender (m-), Type of high school attendedimj), Mode of study (ma), Students' entry

qualifications (m.) and Academic programmes taken (mz).

E = a + b.n, + b2n2+ bjn, + ban, + bsns +b6n6+ b7n7+ h,n, (v)

Where E, a and b, to bn are as defined above

n.to n, are the access factors determining enrolment namely: Strict graduation ceremony

(n.), Internet Services (n2), Telecounselling (n-), participation in college night programmes

(04), campus outreach programmes (n.), publication in view books/search files (n6), high

school visits by University representatives (n-j.University location/campus

setting(ng),campus field trips by high school studentstnej.television

advertisementsm.-j.attendance of graduation ceremoniesm.jj.pre-University programmes

(n12),influenceof friends/peers and school matesuu-), direct mail(nI4),financial aid(nls),radio
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broadcast (nI6),University size (n17),academic reputatiorunnj.University academic resources

(nI9),safety and security(n2o),participation in college day programmes (n21),newspaper

advertisements (n22),extracurricular activities (n23),maintenance of religious affiliatiomn-a).

E = a + b.q, + b2q2 + b.q, + b4q4+bSqS+ b6q6+ b7q7 bnqn (vi)

Where E, a, b, to bn are as defined above

q, to qn are the quality issues of education ill Universities namely: physical

facilitiesiq.), quality of teaching and learning materials (q2), quality of teaching force

(q3), quality of students (qa), quality of students' evaluation (q-), quality of

management (q6).

E = a + b.r, + b2r2+ bnfn (vii)

Where E, a, b, to bn are as defined above

f] to m are educational wastage indicators namely: deferment/repetitiontr.) and

drop-out (r-).

1.9 Scope of the Study

The Study was conducted in Private Universities in Kenya. The focus of the study was

Student Characteristics, access factors, quality and completion rate. The respondents

included Students, lecturers, academic registrars, deans of Students and Students' leaders.

1.10. Limitation of the Study

It was very difficult to identify students in the 200712008 academic year cohort in order to

solicit data from them.The researcher solved this problem by using the snow ball sampling

technique.One or more students were identified through deans of students in the cohort sub
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sample who referred him to one or more cohort colleagues until the researcher got the

requiredsample of students.

1.11 Definitions of operational Terms

The following terms bore the meaning under listed as was used in the study:

(i)Access factors: Recruitment strategies and institutional factors Universities

cherish and which influence student enrollment.

(ii) Completion rate:

(iii)Expansion:

(iv)Lecturer

(v) Private University:

(vi) Quality:

Graduation rate of students who successfully move from

entry to exit point of an academic institution (Gravenir, 1982).

The numerical growth in Private Universities and associated

Enrollment levels.

A University teacher on either permanent or temporal

terms required to teach ,supervise and examine students

besides carrying out any duties assigned to him/her.

A privately owned higher institution of learning either

chartered,accredited or registered mounting academic

programmes ranging from certificates to PhD degrees.

Fitness of purpose - meeting or conforming to

generally accepted standards as defined by quality assurance

bodies and appropriate academic and professional

communities (Akinwumi, 2010) .
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(vii)Stakeholders: Students'leaders, Lecturers and Academic registrars.

(viii)Student characteristics: Age, gender, type of high school attended, mode

of study, entry qualifications and academic programmes

undertaken by Students.

(ix) Student leader: The secretary general in the students' University organization.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

2.1 Introduction

The chapter deals with four sub-sections which present an integrated review of literature

related to the objectives of the study. The first objective deals with a review of literature

related to Student characteristics in the Universities. The second is a review of literature on

factors influencing access to Universities. The third sub-section is a review of literature on

quality of education concerns in Universities. The fourth sub-section deals with a review on

the completion rate of Universities. Particular attention is directed towards the gaps that the

present study wanted to fill in.

2.2 Characteristics of Students in Private Universities

Enrolment managers must understand the effect of an academic environment and Student

background characteristics on satisfaction and performance (Karmera, Reuben and Sillah,

2003). While citing Stanford Universities publications directed to prospective students, the

significant role of the student was noted by Smith and Baxter (1992) as follows: "The

individual with whom you will spend the next four years with should be an important factor

to you in a campus setting" (p.3). Higher education deals with an intangible product that is

more of a service than a commodity (Sale and Johnson, 1994). An understanding of student

college choice decision making is, therefore, critical in designing unique selling points. On

the lack of data about student characteristics in many colleges, Brodigan and Dehne (1997)

noted: "We find it strange how little most colleges know about the expectations and

satisfaction of current students." (p.18). The researchers emphasize that at minimum a study
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of current students allows a college to obtain insights into all kinds of students the college

might wish to target for admission as well as reaching them. Likewise the norms and values

within high school frequently influence the college destination of graduates (Me Donald,

1997). To a degree the beliefs and values of high school teachers, counselors and peers

influencethe type of institution students include in their choice set. But of all the potential

influencesof colleges, Parents exert the most influence on which college to attend.

Admittedly, there are many factors correlated with academic success, but none is more

predictive of future performance than is past performance. Personal factors are useful in

understandinghow students adjust to college (Hurtado, 2000). Personal factors include high

grade point average and test scores, academic self- concept, family support and finances.

College success is often based on how well a student has performed in high school. Less

quantifiable characteristics such as motivation, initiative, self discipline, adaptability and

interpersonal skills have been shown to affect student success. Because it is difficult to

assess these characteristics, a few institutions consider them in the admission process. For

those that do, insights into these characteristics are gleaned through quantitative measures

such as essays, interviews and recommendations (Black, 2008). Although most students

enroll at their first choice institutions, many attend their second or third choice institutions.

Studentswho attend institutions that were not their first choice are predisposed to leave such

institutionsprematurely. Enrolment strategies related to this phenomenon includes increasing

thepercentage of first choice students (Black, 2008).
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Anderson's (2000) study on recent trends in US College Enrollment Patterns at Yale

University examined the determinants of enrolment in four year college for 20 year old

students by gender, using regression models. The data was gathered from five cohorts in

1972-1996.When the researcher controlled for the conditions of being a high school graduate

and a member of the civilian, non-institutionalized population, the researcher found out that

females were more likely to enroll than males. When enrolment was measured, Anderson

found out that males in post secondary education were from the higher socio-economic

background than females. This might have been due to the fact that females obtained higher

marks in high school, so there were more females' enrolments across the higher institutions

ofleaming.

Without in-depth insights on student enrolment behaviours, only by chance will enrolment

organizations engage in the recruitment and retention strategies that are most likely to

produce optimal results. Student characteristics like age, race, gender, residence, work

experience, community service, social networks, leisure interests and other life style factors

enter into college selection process (Black, 2008; Karemera, Reuben and Sillah, 2003).

According to Philippe and Valiga (2000), age, gender, outside responsibilities such as marital

status, employment status and number of children along with student status seem to be the

most often used predictors with varying results. They contend that nationally, community

colleges serve students that are older, working adults. 60% are first generation college

students, 7% are single parents 51% of whom report an annual income of below $20,000.
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Horn and Neville (2006) in their studies on Profile of Undergraduate students in US Post

SecondaryEducation Institutions: 2003-2004 with a special Analysis on Community College

Students' Statistical Analysis Report contend that during the 2003-2004 academic year, 40%

of the nation's community college students were under 24 years of age, 18% were, 25-29

years of age, and 35% were age 30 or older. Two thirds of college students attend part-time,

andmore than 80% work either full time or part-time, 13% come from homes where English

is not the primary language, and more than half of the community college students come

from homes where neither of their parents attended a college. 59% are women, 15 % are

Black and 14% are Hispanic. According to North Carolina Community College System

(NCCCS,2008), over 51% of degree seeking students in the System were 25 years of age or

olderwhile 62% were white and only 20% were enrolled in school fulltime, taking 12 credit

hours or more. Online courses provide opportunities for community colleges to respond to

the diverse needs of their target population and to provide the flexibility of

anytime/anywhere learning that fits within their students' lifestyle (Liu, 2007). Many

colleges have taken this opportunity and have increased their online offerings (Allen and

Seaman, 2005). They report that 69% of American Community colleges are using online

educationto increase student access through convenience, 60% are using it to grow students'

enrollment, and 65% are using distance learning to make courses available to students

outsidetheir traditional service area( Wirt et al.,2004).

In their studies on research in education, Ross and Powell (1990) conducted one of the first

studies to focus specifically on the relationship between distance education and gender. The

study found that online learners were predominantly female and that women scored up to
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20% points over men in areas of applied studies, humanities, Sciences and Social Sciences.

In a study of 57 competencies among University students in Central United States, the two

most important competencies for online course success were "basic technology" and

"technology access knowledge" (Egan and Akdere, 2004). Many college students were

attendingcollege for the fist time in many years; therefore, their lack of technology may have

even more of an impact on their educational success (Philippe and Valiga, 2000). Twenty

percentof the students they surveyed had actually learnt to use a computer while attending a

communitycollege. In a study of 235 adult learners at five institutions during two semesters,

Lim (2001) found lack of knowledge of technology directly related to online student success,

particularly for Adult learners who can experience anxiety regarding the use computers.

These studies were done in developed countries and a similar study has not been done in

highereducation in Kenya.

In a study on "Financing Education in Nigeria", Ukeje (2002), outlined important sources of

funds for running Universities: Education tax fund, fees, loans to students, transfer of

munincipal services to the government, private sector contributions and funds from the

alumni and rationalization of programmes including scholarships for brilliant andlor poor

students.While agreeing, Obikoya (2002), outlined the effects of underfunding on University

education.The response of the authorities of the institutions to the funding crises has been to

massify University education through the introduction of wide raging off campus and lor

extra mural diploma and degree programmes. Large numbers of students now pay high fees

for various market driven degree progrmmes like marketing, accounting and personnel

management. However, the sudden explosion in the intake of students has had serious
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consequences. Universities responded to the dearth of funds by devising various ingenious

meansof mobili~ing by launching numerous mouth watering degree programmes in order to

attractstudents who are in turn charged outrageous fees. Programmes in labour and industrial

relations,banking and finance, counseling and personnel including managerial psychology

andsecretarial studies that are ostensibly dubbed professional courses have been launched in

various Universities. Lecturers are forced to mark hundreds or thousands of scripts and no

wonder quite a number simply do not just bother to mark them but merely supply marks to

thedepartmental examination officers. There are stories that money changes hands for marks.

Results are not released on time and students that need transcripts for admission or for some

otherpurposes face hard times obtaining them (Erinosho, 2004). The focus of the study was

aboutfinancing of education in Nigeria both public and private Universities while the present

study was concerned about private Universities in Kenya with a focus on student

characteristics, access factors ,quality and completion rate.

Onsongo's (2007) study on" The growth of Private Universities in Kenya: Implications for

gender equity in higher education focused on the participation of women in University using

a comparative study on some selected public and Private Universities in Kenya. The study

revealed that Private Universities were providing increased opportunities for women to

access higher education both as students and staff. Increased opportunities were provided

through flexible admission and recruitment criteria, a condusive working environment and

appointment of women into senior positions. The study, though partly done in Private

Universities, had a different focus. The researcher dwelled on gender equity. The study was

wanting in issues to do with student characteristics, access, quality and completion rates of
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cohorts in Private Universities which was the purpose of the current study. On the basis of

the foregoing discussion, it is clear that none of the research work addresses on student

characteristics in Private Universities' in Kenya. Andersons' (2000) study relies entirely on

trend analysis which does not involve any statistical testing of the significance of the

relationshipsbetween variables of interest hence the findings cannot be fully relied upon. On

the issue of student characteristics at the universities little is known. Most studies cover only

developed countries. No study on student characteristics and enrolment has been done in

Kenya. In fact the Kenyan Master Plan of Education of 1994 warns that national figures

shouldbe used cautiously for they hide major disparities which exist in education (Republic

of Kenya, 1994). Thus one wonders what the student characteristics are in terms of age,

gender, academic programmes taken, mode of studying, students' entry qualifications,

regionalrepresentation, just but to mention a few.

2.3Factors influencing Access to Private Universities

Studentsmake their University enrollment decisions in a predictable fashion. They consider

the costs and benefits of attending a given college. If the benefits outweigh the costs a

University is chosen (Sevier, 1996). The field of student recruitment is very tricky; therefore,

Universities are challenged to develop appropriate strategies to increase access. Similarly

competition has increased in the environment in which institutions operate and today

institution are highly visible in the advertising market place not only in newspapers but also

in the magazines through direct mail campaigns and even radio and television (Muiya, 1998).

Although the objectives of a business enterprise are different from those of a University, it is

clear that Universities also face business oriented challenges. Like a hotel, the college needs
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to house its students; like a bank, it must Marshall its cash assets for maximum returns and

likea retail store it must position itself in the Student recruitment market place (Fram, 1996).

The researcher suggests that while Universities have a myriad of publics that require

marketingattentions, like communities in which they are located, foundations and alumni,

themajor interest of their marketing activity has centered on attracting and retaining students.

Campusvisitation programmes also form a powerful recruitment tool for most colleges and

Universities. Machowan (1995) and Boyer (1987) emphasized that students liked small,

informedcampus tours since they believed this gave them opportunity to get the true picture

about the institution. The studies found out that students, during their college search, put

morefaith in face to face encounters with college admission offices. They indicate that 57%

of prospective students in their University search visited at least one campus and almost one

in four students visited three or more. The visitation helps in removing any doubts that

studentsmay have about choices. Kajcienski (1996) argues that admission recruitment should

spend the majority of their time in high school designated as the primary market. The

researchersays that it is after all where the University receives the majority of freshmen.

Most Universities now maintain home pages that have e-mail address. Stoner (1996) points

out that the bright promise of cyber cafes has captivated college admission, professionals in

institutions large and small, are taking to the information superhighway via the world wide

web or are developing presentations about their institutions that they plan to distribute on

flobby disk or in CD-ROM. Stoner (1996) observed that the number of US Colleges and

Universities with home pages on world web grow daily and some institutions apparently
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intendto use their web-sites to recruit students. On the use of the internet, stoner cautions

that it should ne,:,erreplace personal contact with prospective students. That if a choice has to

be made between leaving staff for high school visits and developing a web, the former will

yieldmuch greater pay to an institution than the latter, at least for today. Since its discovery

in 1970's mail has remained effective recruitment strategy (Vann Atta, 1985). Direct mail

has proven to be specifically effective technique for reaching students. Among all the

recruitment strategies, direct mail is particularly well adapted to the tasks of locating a

geographicallydispersed target group and sending it the name and general characteristics of

an institution. On the effectiveness of mail as a recruitment activity it is noted: "The

emergence and sophiscation of direct mail in higher education recruitment during the past

decadehas been an excellent case of the right thing at the right time for everyone" (Sic.p.6).

Lewis(1985) explains that receiving an inquiry from a student search service should trigger a

well designed systematic communication response from a college admission office. However

Smith (1985) contends that among all the recruitment strategies the most powerful activity

for reaching the greatest number of potential students was personal referral. Personal contact

remained the best suited method to guarantee conversion from prospective student.

Telecounselling or phone calls to carefully screened prospective students by a team of well

trained students has the ability to increase the applicant's pool. On the effectiveness of the

telephone strategy it is observed that students contacted, most of who also receive dozens of

unconsolidated phone calls from other colleges seem pleased and interested in gathering

information about terms. By mailing view books, cataloguing and other materials to only
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those students who request them and by eliminating mass mailings, printing and mailing

costsare minimi~ed (Gerig,1989).

Hinshaw(2007) analyzed advertising, recruitment methods, and study demographics for the

NationalLung Screening Trial (NLST) site at Wake Forest University School of medicine in

Davie country, North Carolina, U.S.A to define efficient ways to recruit participant for

generalclinical trials. Recruitment method data, demographics, geographic location and date

of enrolment were collected from all 1112 NLST participants. Marketing data and financial

records were analyzed to determine the effectiveness of each recruitment method. The

results showed that the total amount spent on advertising was $144.668 with the cost of

enrolment per participant averaging $130. For black participants, the recruitment cost per

person was $406, whereas for white and other race participants, the cost was $122 to

encourage minority enrolment, $13.192 was spent on television advertising geared toward

black viewers, resulting in eight black participants at an average cost per person of $1649.

Directmailing cost of 143 per participant recruited, whereas TV advertisement cost $382 per

participant. It was concluded that direct mailing to a targeted group was the most efficient

way to recruit participants. Print advertising methods, that is, newspaper advertisements and

brochures,were quite effective, whereas television advertisements were expensive.

Hung's (2003) study about "College Enrolment and State Financial Policies in the University

of Virginia was interested in determining the effect of financial aid policies on enrolment and

specifically, whether "high" tuitionihigh aid or "low" tuition/low aid policies are more

effective in increasing enrolment of low income students. The researcher used both the
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cross-sectional and time series data. Data came from the March population surveys from

1980-2000and ~as applied to 18 and 19 year old freshmen. A two stage model was used

employinga linear probability and multiple regression models, the former to estimate the

influenceof personal characteristics and enrolment and the latter to determine the impact of

statepolicies and characteristics taken together. The researcher found out that increases in

tuitionrelated to decreases in enrolment rates. There was a positive relationship between aid

subsidiesand enrolment; as aid subsidies increased, so did enrolment. Hung concluded that

thebestpolicy for promoting access to disadvantaged students is one of low tuition/low aid.

A studyby Mathew (2008) on several thousand high school juniors and seniors showed these

as institutional factors for choosing a college: Quality of majors, academic reputation,

campus safety and security, religious affiliation, extra-curricular activities, distance of

college from home, size of the college, location, cost, support services and resources. In a

survey of accepted applicants to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hills, the

University sought to determine how it was perceived by its clients. The University received

good ratings on items such as: location, academic reputation, cost, range of extra-curricular

activities, individual campus visits, tours of the campus sponsored by admission office

(Walter 1994). Reputation, programmes offered, cost, location, size of institutions and its

religious affiliation influence choice of a University (Sevier, 1996). Kotler (2003) says that

cost is a foregoing measure or a sacrifice made to secure a benefit. Hence the cost of

education according to him means the sacrifice paid by the beneficiaries (students) so that

theycan achieve the specific objectives of learning.
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Black and Sufi (2002) 10 their Studies on "Understanding College Enrollment of less

disadvantaged" looked at family income and enrolment and how different family

backgroundsresponded to tuition fees. When controlling for Parent's education, they found

that family income had a negative impact on enrolment. They suggested that uneducated

parentswith high incomes may not emphasize the importance of University education for

their children as may be the case for educated Parents with low incomes. These findings

providesome insight into the complex social factors at play in enrolment decision. The study

alsonoted that, overally; men were less likely to attend college than women.

Black and Sufi (2002) also questioned whether individuals from different backgrounds

respondsimilarly to labour market conditions and tuition fees. They studied on the enrolment

patternsof Blacks and Whites. They began with a descriptive analysis of their data and the

conducted regressions of college enrolment by ethnicity and family background including

mother's education, welfare status, single or dual family, sex, rural or urban background,

family size using probit model. The results for White students showed that enrolment

significantly increase with when unemployment rates increased and when tuition was

lowered. The enrolment of Black students significantly reduced when unemployment rate

roseand seemed less sensitive to other labour market conditions.

Christofides, Cirello and Hoy (2001) in their studies about family income and Post

Secondaryeducation in Canada, were interested in accessibility of Post Secondary Education

to lower income children in Canada. They examined enrollment overtime from 1975 to 1993

for students aged 18-24 by income quartiles, using raw data from surveys of consumer
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finance.They used ordinary least squares model to estimate significance of their effect, the

poissonmodel f~r count data to explain the number of youth in higher education and a probit

modelto describe the probability of having one child in higher education. Influential factors

such as the education level of the head of house hold, the tuition amount and proximity to

higher educational institutions were included in the study. Their results indicate that while

the attendance rates for high income students were still higher than those for low income

students,the disproportionate benefit to high income students of subsidies and education was

lessening.The participation rate of the lowest income students rose from 18% to 44% and

highest income students' participation rate rose from 53% to 71% so the gap, though still

widewas shrinking. The study found tuition to have an insignificant effect on the probabi.Iity

of University attendance. The study also found that living in an urban setting increased a

family's chances of having a child in higher education as did higher education of head of

household.The results of the study may have been improved by considering other influential

factorssuch as gender and forgone income due to schooling. The mission of forgone income

may be a reason for insignificant effects of tuition fees and on the post secondary education

attainmentof the youths.

On the basis of the foregoing discussion, it is clear that none of the research work addresses

the factors that influence access in Private Universities and the contribution of each access

factor. Furthermore literature advocates the importance of acquiring University education

and mention of the factors in developed countries but do not show their numerical effect on

enrolment. Christofides, Cirello and Hoy's (2001) design of the study is clean and rigorous.

One believes that the results give relevant answers to the research questions posed by the
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authors.However, the study does not justify nor provide evidence from previous studies to

support its assumptions. One suspects that considerable number of individuals who do not

borrow will be counted as credit constrained individuals in this study. Black and Sufi's

(2002) study does not provide definitions but only summary statistics for variables.

Furthermore,it seems that the authors do not consider issues related to the use of time series

data. They include regional categorical variables to account for the cross-sectional specific

effects but do not include year dummies to account for the specific effects. Although the

central research question is clearly formulated, the design of the study does not directly

address the research question. The central research goal is to evaluate and compare the

effectivenessof the two policies on low-income students. The results of the study, however,

onlyaddress the influence of tuition and aid on enrolment.

Hung(2003) does not directly answer the research questions. He points out and analyses the

limitations of the study design and the data set. When the empirical results do not

correspond to his hypothesis, Hung discusses the possible reasons for the discrepancy.

Nevertheless, the studies were done in developed countries where financial aid is an integral

characteristic of college enrollment. The present study was done in developing country with

limitedfinancial support in higher institutions of learning. It would be interesting to establish

whether or not such financial aid is tied to enrollment and give its relative contribution. No

study has been done in Kenya about factors influencing access in higher education leave

alonePrivate Universities. The present study examines such factors to bridge this wide gap.
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of the loans; however, these inequalities tended to reduce as students in the cohort progressed

throughthe four academic years. Though the study was done in higher education, it involved

two independent variables- equity and access with respect to higher education loans and

dwelledon students joining public universities in Kenya. The present study looks at access

factorsdetermining enrolment in Private universities in Kenya.

2.4Perceptions of Stakeholders on Quality of Education in Private Universities

The word Quality refers to the four pillars of education: learning to know, learning to do,

learning to live together with others and learning to be (Delors, 1996). Amminuzzaman

(2007)says that quality can be described in terms of five different approaches that are used in

higher education. These are: Exception (High standards), Consistency (Zero defects),

meeting the stated purposes, Value for money and Transformation of the participant (the

value-addedfactor). In the words of Aminuzzaman (2007):

One of the prime goals of quality education is to build knowledge, life skills,
Perspectives, attitudes and values of the students to transform the society into a
more productive, sustainable one. Quality education attempts to uphold and convey
the ideals of a sustainable world. It takes into consideration the social, economic
application of knowledge for solving the every day problems of life. What is
important to ensure quality education is to set a long term national vision. Such a
vision provides the philosophy and principles that sets the outline of the plans,
objectives and principles of an institution and environmental contexts of the country
and helps shape the curriculum or programme to reflect their unique conditions.
Quality education must therefore be locally relevant and culturally appropriate.
Enhanced quality education also helps in setting the goals for formulating national
planning (p.3).

Sevier (1996) emphasizes the notion that before a University embarks on enrollment

activitiesit has to develop its own clear vision. He identifies three reasons why a vision is so

importantto a University:
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i) A VISIOnof success is critical and without it University recruitment, marketing

strategies ~nd its mission will fail.

ii) A vision can be inspirational and motivating if a vision of success becomes a calling,

an enormous amount of individual energy and dedication can be released in pursuit of

a forceful vision.

iii) A vision lessens internal debate and helps the institution focus its resources and

energy. A well articulated vision can contribute to a significant reduction in the level

of organization conflict.

Todaya small number of institutions both in America and Europe are achieving significant

qualityimprovements through academic audits. The objective of an academic audit is to elicit

thoughtfulconversations about how to produce tangible improvements in education quality

withouthaving to spend more money. In his key note address on auditing higher education to

improvequality, the Vice President of academic affairs at Missouri (Massy, 2003) cited five

keyaudit areas that are important for improving quality:

i) First participants must identify the underlying purpose of the education offered at their

institution and determine the desired learning outcomes. What should a student who

successfully completes a course or a programme know and be able to do? How will the

course or programme build on the student's prior knowledge and capability? How will

it contribute to the student's future employment opportunities, capacity to make social

contributions and quality of life?
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ii) Secondly, the audit should determine whether the curriculum achieves the education's

purpose. What will be taught, in what order, and from what perspective? How will it

contribute to the desired learning outcome?

iii) Most professors think that education quality revolves around simply getting the right

course content. That certainly is necessary but it is far from sufficient. As a third step

audit participants must consider the design and organization of teaching and learning

process. What methods will professors use to introduce materials to students, to answer

questions and provide interpretation, to stimulate involvement and to offer feedback on

student's work? What new roles and responsibilities will faculty members need to

assume? What other resources will be required and how will they be used?

iv) The audit should also deal with how to assess student learning. What will be the

measures and indicators and how will they provide information on multiple dimensions

of student's performance? How will the long term outcomes of the educational

experience be determined? Will baseline and trend of information be available? Who

will be responsible for assessment and how will the result be used?

v) Finally audits must focus on whether faculty members are delivering content as they

intend, are using the most appropriate methods consistently and are performing

assessment and measuring results effectively.

In the study on quality issues of higher education in Bangladesh, Aminuzzaman (2007)

impeccablyargued that if quality does not match quantity and the higher education sector

fails to bring out enlightened, highly skilled trained motivated and ethically committed

individualsa country cannot meet any of its development objectives.
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Thequest for the provision of quality education continues to be a matter of leading concern

to both consumers and 'providers of educational services in Kenya and other developing

countries (Ayodo, 2010). The pace as been set by international community in its

pronouncement of both Education for All (EFA) and Millennium Development Goals

(MDGS) which have set specific education targets (UNESCO, 2005b; Ministry of Education

Scienceand Technology, 2001). Pressure of expansion of opportunities at University level,

nowadays,has reached record level (UNESCO, 2005a) and the twin challenge to contend

witheducational provision is both quality and quantity at all circles and forms of education

(Frake,2008). Although there has been a marked increase in the number of institutional

affiliatedto Universities or working in collaboration with them, the quality of training in

someof the institutions could be suspect (Kalai, 2010). Given the newness of this trend of

events,very few studies have been carried on the benefits accruing from such collaborations

andaffiliations. It is therefore highly probable that some of those institutions are in it because

ofa reputable University name and not because they are keen on the collaboration. In Kenya,

closesupervision of Private Universities by the CHE is also a quality assurance measure. In

orderto meet the strict Charter requirements, Universities have been forced to continue up-

datingtheir programmes to ensure compliance with the high standards of the CHE.

It has been noted that Private Universities show a great variation in quality. Their

programmestend to be narrow and at times their close link with churches impacts negatively

on their image and performance, as sometimes the religious affiliations of potential

employeesmay playa role in securing their appointment than their professional competence

(Ngome, 2000). In other words, employment is more likely to be made on the basis of
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religiousaffinity to the sponsoring church than according to professional competencies.

Studentlecturer ratio is an issue of concern in Private Universities. According to CHE, the

student lecturer ratio should be 7:1 and 18:1 for Science and Social Science courses

respectively(Gogo, 2010). The University academic staff union (UASU) has noted that the

lecturersare overwhelmed by the large number of students and cannot deliver to expected

standards.

UNESCO(2005a) says that quality may not be assessed in terms of personnel, as many

PublicUniversity lecturers also teach in the Private Universities on Part-time basis. On the

otherhand, programmes in Public and Private Universities are so variable as to make any

comparisoninvalid. It therefore makes sense to determine the quality of education in Private

Universities according to a resource- based availability criterion- student-teacher/ lecturer

interaction-among other variables. Durkin (2010) suggests that too many part-time faculty

lecturers can ultimately be detrimental to student academic experience at community

colleges.He says that there is a negative correlation between the part-time preparation of

faculty lecturers and graduation. Hiring a part-time lecturer represented a step forward in

improvinglecturer student ratio but two steps backwards in lowering the quality of faculty

studentinteractions.

According to Aminuzzaman(2007) quality education in Universities involves changing

method of teaching and learning as well as assessment methods, renewing the curriculum

continually, updating and upgrading professional knowledge and skills and improving the

broader educational administrative and resource environment. The researcher contends that
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quality in higher education is primarily an academic issue but has also important cross-

cutting(social, political, economic and technological implications. The cost of learning is a

majorindex of quality.

Researchersat the National Centre for Post Secondary improvement at Stanford University

(Masssy,2003) have identified seven common-sense principles and practices that can help a

departmentimprove its quality:

i) Define quality in terms of customers. The quality of student learning, not teaching per

se, is what ultimately matters. Learning should pertain to what is or will become

important for the students enrolled in a programme not some "ideal" student. Exemplary

departments determine their student's needs and then work to meet them.

ii) Base decisions on facts. Departmental teams should collect data on student preparation,

learning styles, and, where relevant, probable requirements for employment. Team

might obtain feedback from past students and their current employers. They should

analyze data carefully in light of disciplinary standards and their own professional

experience, and then incorporate the findings in the design of curriculums, learning

processes and assessment methods.

iii) Focus on teaching, learning, and assessment. Departments should carefully analyze how

Professors teach, how students learn and how they all approach assessment.

Departments should consult the literature on pedagogy in their academic disciplines and

collect data on what works and what doesn't. They should stress learning, exploit

information technology, and not hesitate to experiment with new teaching and learning
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methods. Colleagues should be quick to adopt successful innovations which should

become part of the department modus operandi and form the baseline for future

experimentationand improvement

iv)Strivefor coherence in curriculums and educational activities. Departments should view

learningthrough the lens of the student's entire educational experience. Courses should

buildupon one another to provide the desired depth and breadth. This also applies to the

typicalstudent's "portfolio" of class sizes and learning approaches. For example, a mix

of large lectures and small seminars may produce better learning than a succession of

medium-size classes that consume the same amount of time.

v) Work collaboratively to achieve mutual involvement and support. Professors should

demonstrate collegiality in teaching, just as they do in research. Departments should

encourage faculty members to work together, hold one another accountable and bring a

broad array of talent to bear on difficult problems. Such team work can make a

department a "learning organization" with respect not only to disciplinary content but

also to teaching in education.

vi) Identify and learn from best practices. Audit reports should be shared widely to

exchange information and motivate improvement. Departments should seek out

examples of good practice and adapt the best to their own circumstances. They should

compare good versus average or poor- performing methods and students, assess the

causes of differences and seek ways in which to minimize the variation.

vii)Make continuous improvement a priority. Departments should strive to improve the

quality of teaching and learning on a regular basis. While most professors will continue

to place strong emphasis on research, they should spend enough discretionary time on
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quality processes to keep the improvement ball rolling. Personnel committees should

make the results of such a work along with teaching and research performance criteria

forpromotion and tenure.

Amminuzzman's(2007) and Sevier's (1996) studies on vision as a quality indicator was far

fetched.The studies were not exhaustible as they merely mentioned the importance of a

visionbut fail to give a mathematical quantification of vision as an access factor in higher

educationwhich is the focus of the present study. Massy (2003) dwelled on auditing of

highereducation as a way of addressing quality; however, the current study had a different

focus.None of the studies above addresses on quality issues of Private universities notably-

physicalfacilities, quality of teaching and learniing materials, quality of teaching force,

qualityof students admitted in various programmes, quality of students' evaluation and

qualityof management. The study dwells on these issues to bring them to light in the area of

managementof Private Universities.

Muhoro,Nganga and Kitainge (2008) carried out a study on "Contributions of module of

module II programmes to improvement of University resources for improved quality in

Kenya. The study sought to establish the current state of affairs as regards quality of

education by examining the factors and resources that affect quality of module II

programmes. The data collection instruments were questionnaires, interview schedule,

observation guides and documentary analysis guide. 990 students, 440 lectures and 295

administratorswere sampled for the study. The study employed a survey methodology with

constructivism as its epistemology underpinning the study. The data was analyzed both
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quantitativelyand qualitatively. The study findings obtained indicated that students were

significantlydissatisfied with all indicators of improvement of resources at the university for

thesake of improvement of the quality of education offered,except for the qualification of

their lecturers where they seemed to be unsure n(t=0.485, p=0.628) at the 95 percent

confidencelevel. The study was wanting in many ways- first, it was done a public university

inKenyaand involved only the self sponsored students while the present study was done in

Privateuniversities in Kenya, secondly, it was only concerned about the issue of quality but

thepresentstudy was concerned about many issues - student characteristics, access factors,

qualityand completion rate. It would be interesting to find out how these studies differ.

Gudo,Oieiand Oanda (2011) in their study entitled "University expansion in Kenya and

issuesof Quality education: Challenges and opportunities", carried out a study involving four

universities- two Private and two public universities.The study utilized ex-post facto and

surveydesigns and involved a sample size comprising 127 lecturers and 502 students using

structuredquestionnaires. One of the objectives of the study was to explore the perceptions

onthe quality of service delivery in public and private universities and the opportunities for

qualityuniversity education in Kenya.The study found out that the universities did not have

thenecessary physical facilities to effectively offer service to its current student body. The

studywas wanting in the sense that it involved only two private universities which were not

representativeof the study population meaning that the findings were not of practical utility

to the current twenty four Private universities in Kenya. The current study involved all the

twentyfour private universities and explored various issues of quality of education provision
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namely:physical facilities, teaching and learning materials, quality of students and students'

evaluationand quality of administrative services.

Manyasi(2010) while studying how using information technology could increase access to

highereducationthrough distance learning in Kenya found that institutions of higher learning

lackedthe necessary technology. The institutions had only a few computers, which were only

usedby lecturers to access internet services. Lecturers and administrators lacked instructional

competenciesand information design for distance learning associated with delivery of high

qualityservices. Advances in information technology could provide a solution for the

demandin university education in Kenya. Manyasi focused on information technology,

distancelearning and access in public universities in Kenya and little mention was made

aboutaccess factors in Private universities which are critical factors of the current study.

2.5Completion Rates in Universities

Theglobalcompletion rates of a University education is 56% in USA,65% in Australia and

72%in UK (Fiona, 2007).In his study on factors affecting completion, in a career oriented

programmes in Athabasca University Alberta, Stewart and Healther (2004)considered

graduationrates as being related to the following areas: Students interactions; Student and

institutionalinteractions; and instructional support. They attributed completion rates to the

presenceof each of these factors. According to USA department of education, IPEDS

Graduation Rates survey (2007), the four years graduation rates ranged from

46%(pennsylvania)to 31% (Wisconsin); the six year rate ranged from 66% (pennsylvania) to

57% (Ohio) it was discovered that students working more hours outside University and
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changingtheir mode of courses of study from full time to part-time study were more likely to

completetheir programmes on time. Insignificant academic preparation and financial

challengesmay also influence students' ability to graduate within expected period of

delivery. Students transferring to another institution before completing their current

programmesare likely to be affected too.

Goldbrick-Rab(2006) carried out an investigation on Social class difference in college

pathwaysin US. She focused on the ways in which family background and preparation for

collegeaffect the choices that students make once they are in college. Goldrick-Rab found

thatsocialclass background plays the strongest role in predicting whether a student engages

innon-traditional post secondary educational attendance .Students from low socio-economic

backgroundhad over four times the odds of belonging to the interrupted movement

categoriesand have a higher probability of following a pathway that will lead to non-

completionwhile those from high socio-economic backgrounds were more likely to engage

in fluid movement. Schwartz and Washington (2002) in a study on predicting academic

performanceand retention among 229 African- American Freshmen examined the extent to

whichpre-college factors and college experiences impacted on students' performance and

retention.The study found that students' high school rank and perceptions of their social

adjustmenton campus were strong predictors of retention. The students whose high school

rank were higher and students who felt that they were part of the social fabric of the

institutionwere more likely to return the next semester. In a longitudinal study, Hagedorn,

Maxwell and Hampton (2002) found that African American male students' high school

gradespredicted retention.
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Goodand Halpin (2002) found that a pre-school programme for engineering students resulted

in significantlyhigher retention rates when compared to students who did not participate in

the pre-college programme. Pike and Killian (2001) following an examination of a study

involving 89 African American students, believed that African American students'

expectationswere unrealistic regarding college academic achievement and that this would

negatively impact African American retention. Students who are committed to their

institutionsare more likely to persist and graduate (Tinto, 1999). Students' perceptions of

social support may also facilitate an increased commitment to the institution and serve to

help African American students feel that their goals and interests are congruent with the

university's academic mission (Flowers and Pascarella, 2003).

In a study of the perceptions of 60 African American students who attended a predominantly

white institution regarding the factors needed to enhance retention at University, Gladwell

(2000) found that these factors were important: The development of special support

programmesfor African American students; diversity training for all faculty and staff; hiring

additionalAfrican American faculty staff; increased faculty student interaction; the initiation

of a counseling programme specifically for African American and opportunities to assist in

planning campus programmes. Rowley (2000) found that African American students

reported that discrimination, isolation, and lack of support services did not contribute in

positive ways to African American students and served as a distraction to learning. The

extent to which a student is involved in campus, acclimated to the academic culture of the

institutionand connected socially to various components of the University community( i.e.
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faculty,administrators, student affairs professionals, and peer groups) has shown to be a

reasonablystrong predictor of student retention (Pascarella and Terenzini,2005; Tinto,1999).

Flowers (2004) also found that student development counselors play a central role in

supportingand increasing African America student retention. Lesure-Lester (2003) wrote

thereis evidence that indicates test scores may not predict early college grades for students.

In addition test scores did not predict college GPA'S, time to completion of degree, or

likelihoodof applying to graduate school. Nora (2001) reported that academic self concept

was a significantly related to GPA and that Mexican American students with the same

academic background were more likely to achieve higher grades if they had greater

confidencein their academic abilities. Hernandez (2000) reported that successful Hispanic

students, who demonstrated a positive mental outlook, attributed this as the single most

factors that influenced their retention in college. Wrintle and Jaffe (2002) reported the

importanceof the family in retention for students in college. The family was described as a

source of support and encouragement; however, the family also placed pressure on their

studentsby letting them know that dropping out was not an option. Financial assistance is

essentialto the enrollment and retention of students from low income backgrounds in higher

education(Nora, 2001).

Evidence accumulated over the past decade indicates that financial aid does impact student

persistence, especially among the economically disadvantaged (Tinto, 1994). The issue of

financing a college education and its impact on students' retention is critical when one

considers the national trend of increased student tuition while decreasing financial aid
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programmes.This may result in many students being required to work long hours to defray

educational expenses, attending college part-time in order to mitigate college costs, or

deferringenrollment in college during the traditional college -age years (Rooney, 2002).

College students who come from low- income environment are usually expected to work

from 15 to 50 hours per week to help support their families in addition to attending classes

(Olenchakand Herbert, 2002). They face financial struggles to pay for college tuition, books

and fees and because they cannot afford to live on campus, spend a great deal of time

commuting from home. For these reasons, the students are at risk of attrition from college

(Yeh,2004). Campus environment is very important in retention of a student in an institution

(Alonzo-Zaldivar, 2003).

Lane (2002) holds that institutions of higher learning can no longer ignore or underestimate

the respective influence of the many on-and - off campus variables such as racial climate,

presence of an ethnic community and working on or off campus that simultaneously affect

studentbehaviours. Student involvement factors such as student faculty interaction; the role

of mentorship; and participation in student organizations increase the chances of retention of

students in an institution (Suarez-Orozco and Paez, 2002). Students who have contact with

facultyoutside of the classroom are more likely to persist to graduation, exhibit higher levels

of achievement and be more satisfied with college than students not involved with faculty

outside of the classroom (ACT, 2002). Pascarella and Terenzini (2005) maintain that co-

curricular involvement including membership in student organization has a positive college

and post college effect on educational persistence and attainment. Participation in student

organization seems to lead to greater involvement in the overall college experience. Social-
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culturalfactors are multiple forces that can shape the personal and environmental experiences

of college students and include various aspects of identity development (Hernandez and

Lopez,2004). These socio-cultural factors include: immigrant status; ethnic identity; gender

roles;community orientations ad the role of religion.

In a study which examined the extent of immigrants' participation in United States higher

education,Rooney (2002) noted that American- born children of Hispanic immigrants fared

betterthan their foreign-born Hispanic peers. Among American-born high school graduates

in the 18-24 age range, 42% were attending college, a rate similar to that of non- Hispanic

WhiteAmericans. Only 25% of foreign- born Hispanics in this age group were enrolled in an

undergraduateinstitution. Ethnic identity refers to one's knowledge of personal ownership or

membership in an ethnic group and the correlated knowledge, understanding, values

behavioursand proud feelings that are direct implications of that ownership (Rooney, 2002).

Membership in external communities can result n positive or negative outcomes. When the

values of an external community support the goals of a college education, they may aid

persistence. When they oppose them, the reverse may apply because of ways in which

external obligations limit one's ability to meet he demands of a college (Tinto, 1994).

Spiritualmatters often weave themselves into the lives of and decisions made by college

studentsand very important when examining student participation in academe (Kuh, 2003).

A study by Whiteham (2003) reported that Hispanic immigrants who attend church are more

likely to do well in college and reverse high dropout rates. Academic under-preparedness to

somedegree determines retention of students in higher institution of learning. Kim and Yen
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(2002)affirm that coming to the United States as adolescents with little education, living in

low-incomeneighbor hoods and attending low performing schools places these students at a

disadvantage in college. Kerr (2001) found that many immigrant students experience

academic difficulties because of their language barrier. This kind of an academic

environmentis alienating for these students and places them at a risk of dropping out. Asian

PacificAmerican students from immigrant and low-income families often have parents who

worktwo or three jobs to support the family. As a result, these students are often required to

care for younger siblings, and take care of household duties. According to Kuh and Love

(2000),these students spend most of their non- class time operating in their culture of origin

oforigin,which reduces their likelihood of persistence.

Suzuki(2002) highlights the increasing occurrence of racism, discrimination and violence

againstAPAS on college campuses. They report that this discrimination is exhibited not only

by students but faculty as well. Kim and Yen (2002) also reported that APA's exhibited

higherlevels of distress from being threatened, racially insulted and excluded from activities

than did African American, Hispanic and White students. Goldrick-Rab (2006) examined

socio-background and how it impacted on completion of studies in higher education.

Healther(2004) speculated that completion of college studies would be a function of Student

interactions; Student and institutional interactions and instructional support and failed to

quantify these factors. Schewartz and Washington's (2002) study found that Students' high

schoolrank and perceptions of their social adjustments were strong predictions of retention.

It is clear that no study has been done to address the completion rate of cohorts in Private

Universities in terms of computing the repetition and drop-out rate in order to establish the
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said completion rates of cohorts. The present study provides such a reprieve that would

contributeto the body of knowledge on the understanding of completion rates in Private

highereducation.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1Introduction

TheChapterdeals with a description of the research methodology used in the Study. It gives

descriptionsof the following salient components: research designs, area of study, study

population,sample and sampling techniques, instruments of data collection, validity and

reliabilityof instruments, data collection procedures and methods of data analysis.

3.2 Research Designs

The study employed descriptive, ex-post- facto and correlational research designs. The

descriptiveresearch design is a self report study which requires the collection of quantifiable

informationfrom the sample (Mugenda and Mugenda, 2003). Its major advantage is that it is

thebestmethod available to social scientists who are interested in collecting original data for

purposesof describing population which is too large to observe directly like the present

study.

Ex-post-facto was used in the study because inferences concerning relationships among

variableswere made without direct control of the independent variables because their

manifestation had already occurred all because they were not inherently manipulable

(Kerlinger, 1975; Cohen and Manion, 1994). The researcher made inferences about

enrolmentrecords, admission registers, minutes and agenda related to the study without

manipulatingthem hence a major advantage of using this method. Correlational research

designwas used to show the direction and strength of the relationship between and amongst

variablesof the study. Pearson's Product moment method (r) and partial correlation method
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wereusedin the study. The advantage of correlational research design is that it allows one to

analyzehow several variables either singly or in combination might affect a dependent

variable.It also permits one to analyze inter-relationships among a large number of variables

ina singlestudy (Michael, 2010).

3J Area of Study

Kenyais one of the East African Countries covering 582,646Km2 and lies between longitude

34° and4i E of the prime meridian and between latitude 40S and 5~ of the Equator. The

countryrises from a low coastal plain on the Indian Ocean in a series of mountain ridges and

plateauswhich stand above 3000 metres above sea level in the centre of the country. The

Riftvalley bisects the country, opening up to a broad arid plain in the North. Highlands

coverthe south before descending to the shores of Lake Victoria in the West. The country

experiencesa tropical climate in the south, coast and central regions and an arid and semi

aridclimate in the North and North Eastern regions. It is bordered by Uganda (West),

Tanzania(Southern), Somali (East), Sudan and Ethiopia (North). Kenya has a very diverse

populationthat includes three of Africa's major socio- linguistic groups: Bantu (67%),

Nilotic(30%) and Cushitic (3%).

Thepopulation as at June 2007 was 37.9 million (US Department of State, 2010). The major

ethnicgroups are: Kikuyu 22%, Luyha 14%, Luo 14%, Kalenjin 11% Kamba 11%, Kisii 6%,

Meru5%. The religions are Christian 80%, Muslim 10%, traditional African religion 9%.

HinduiSilahlBahai/Jewish 1%. English and Kiswahili are the official and nationallanguages

respectively. There are over 40 languages from the Bantu, Nilotic and Cushitic linguistic
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groups.The infant mortality rate is 57.4/1000 while life expectancy rate is 55.7 years as at

2007.The2008 GDP and annual economic growth rate of the country were 8.30 billion and

1.7%respectively. The GNP income per capita in the year 2008 was $770 (Atlas method).

Morethan half of the country's populations are poor and 7.5 million of the poor live in

extremepoverty. Most of the poor are found in the sparsely populated arid zones of the

country.Over 80% of the rural poor people live in high potential areas surrounding Lake

Victoriaarea and in the Mt. Kenya regions.

Kenyaranks 148th of 177 countries in United Nations Development Programmes - Human

Developmentindex (IFAD, 2008). The natural resources of the country are wildlife, soda

ash,and land. The major cash crops are tea, coffee, sugarcane, horticultural products, corn,

wheat,rice, sisal, pineapples, and pyrethrum. The livestock products are dairy products,

meatandmeat products are meat and skins. The industries are petroleum products, grain and

sugar milling, cement, beer, soft drinks, textiles, vehicle assembly, paper and light

manufacturingindustries. The service industry contributes 58.2%, industry and commerce

19%,Agriculture 22.7%. Formal sector (Public sector 33%; and Private sector 70%) earns

1.95million.The informal sector contributes 6.4 million.

Mostof the Private Universities are located in urban areas. Ninety percent of them are

headquarteredin Nairobi with several branches in some parts of the country. According to

theRepublic of Kenya (2008 & 2010), Nairobi is the capital city of Kenya with a current

population of 3,138,295 million. The Nairobi Metropolitan city includes Kiambu, Thika

Muranga,Machakos and Kajiado. It is currently the 12th largest city of Africa.

MASENO UNIVERSITY
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Thecity is located lOl7'S36°49'E and occupies 6961an2
. Since it is adjacent to the eastern

edgeof the Rift valley it experiences occasional earthquakes and earth tremors. The Ngong

billsare located to the west of the city and are the most prominent geographical features of

airobiarea. Mounts Kenya and Kirimanjaro are situated North and South East of Nairobi

respectively.Nairobi River and its tributaries traverse through the city. Nairobi is at 1795

metresabove sea level. It enjoys a moderate climate - the subtropical highland climate. The

altitudemakes for some coo] evenings especially in June and July season when the

temperaturesare about 10°C. The warmest months are December to March when

temperaturescan rise to a maximum of 24°C. Since the city is situated very close to the

equator,there are two seasons -wet and dry season.

Economically,it is the home of the Nairobi Stock Exchange (NSE) Market, one of Africa's

largest.It is the regional headquarter of several local and international organizations, for

example UNEP and UN-HABITAT headquarters. Several of Africa's Multinational

Companies are headquartered in Nairobi. It is a commercial hub, tourist centre and

destination,transport hub, motor assembly centre, Music, sport, educational, agricultural

collectioncentre.

Educationally,it is home of several educational institutions both local and international ones

whichoffers either the Kenyan, British, North American or German curriculums. The Public

Universities situated in Nairobi are: University of Nairobi, Kenyatta University, Jomo

Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology and campuses of other public

Universities notably: Moi University, Masinde Muliro, Egerton University, and Maseno
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University.It is headquarter of22 Private Universities out ofthe current total of24. Students

selecta Universityof choice in case of Private Universities unlike in Public ones where Joint

AdmissionBoard (JAB) does the selection of some students hence a justification of selecting

PrivateUniversities for study.

3.4Study Population

Thestudypopulation consisted of 24 academic registrars, 24 deans of students, 24 student

leaders,148 lecturers and 3557 students enrolled in various undergraduate Programmes, the

2007/2008 cohort (Appendix A and B). The fourth years were preferred to any other

undergraduatestudents because they had been in the University for long and had taken four

years. Besides, the undergraduate Programmes were chosen because every University

mountsthem. The academic registrars, deans of students, lecturers, students' leaders and

studentswere selected for participation because the researcher believed that they could give

accurateresponses.

3.5Sample and Sampling Techniques

Theresearcher ensured a high degree of correspondence between the study population and

thesample as the accuracy of the sample depends on the sampling frame. The sample size

dependson the what one wants to know, the purpose of the inquiry, what is at stake, what

willbe useful, what will have credibility and what can be done with the available time and

resources(patton, 2002).Saturated sampling was used in selecting 21 academic registrars, 21

deansof students and 21 student leaders. Stratified random sampling technique was used to
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select 124lecturers and 1225 students (De Vaus, 2002; Lee, 1993; Neuman, 1991) as shown

StudyPopulationand Sample Distribution

Categoryof respondent Target Accesible Sample 0/0

Population population

AcademicRegistrars 24 21 21 100.00

Deansof Students 24 21 21 100.00

Lecturers 792 648 148 22.84

Students'leaders 24 21 21 100.00

Students 3557 3141 1225 39.00

3.6 Instruments of Data Collection .

Theinstruments of data collection were questionnaires, in-depth interviews and document

analysisguide.

3.6.1Questionnaire for Academic Registrar (QFACR)

Aquestionnaire includes all techniques of data collection in which each person is asked to

respondto the same set of questions in a pre-determined order (DeVaus, 2002). Since

descriptiveresearch survey was employed, it was worthwhile to use a questionnaire in the

study.QFACR was used to collect information from 24 academic registrars (Appendix C).

QFACR consisted of open ended and closed ended questions. It comprised the academic

programmesthe universities were mounting, access factors the universities employed to get
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therequiredemployment, providing the enrollment of the 2007/2008 cohort ,number of

studentswhodeferred/repeated curriculum and those who dropped out of the Universities. A

Iikertscaletype format was adopted. The researcher administered questionnaires to all these

3.6.2 Questionnaire for Students (QFS)

QFS wasused to solicit information from 1225 students (Appendix D). A self administered,

deliveryand collection questionnaire (Michael, 2010) was used. A researcher could

sometimescheck on who responded to the questions. This enabled him to ensure that the

requiredrespondents answered the questions hence the reliability of the data was improved.

QFS consistedof both open ended and closed ended questions (Dillman, 2007; Fink, 2003a).

Thequestionnaireadopted a ranking question and a Likert Scale type of format to facilitate

dataanalysis (Cooper Schindler, 2008; Dillman, 2007). QFS involved data on student

characteristics,access factors the students considered for enrollment, perception of students

onqualityissues of education, completion rates of cohorts.

3.6.3Questionnaire for Lecturers (QFLS)

QFLS was used to collect information from 124 lecturers (Appendix E). QFLS consisted of

openendedquestions. It contained questions on opinion of lecturers on quality education i.e.

qualityof physical facilities, students, teaching and learning materials, teaching force,

evaluationof students and quality of administrative services. The researcher administered the

questionnairesto all lecturers in the sample.
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.6.4In-depth Interview

faceto face in-depth interview was done to solicit responses from each of the 21 student

leadersand 21 deans of students. Interview guide, with few guiding questions were used.

Thesewere the Interview Guide for Student Leaders (IGFSL) and the Interview Guide for

Deansof Students (IGFDS) as shown in appendices F and G respectively. The justification of

in-depthinterview is that the interview focuses on the interviewee's perception of self-life

experienceas expressed in his or her own words and is the means by which the researcher

cangiveaccess to and subsequently understand the private interpretations of social reality

thatindividualshold (Victor, Roseline and Loris, 1995).

3.6.5 Document Analysis Guide

Inthe first few weeks of staying in the universities, the researcher examined universities'

enrolmentrecords, admission registers, minutes, agenda related to enrolment. This was

carefullystudied with reference to the criteria in the document analysis guide developed by

Frankeland Wallen (2009). A content analysis with regard to enrolment per programme was

done and the details recorded (Appendix H). The information obtained from these

documentswas discussed with the officers concerned with the aim of collecting data.

3.7Validity of Research Instruments

Validityis the extent to which a test measures what it claims to measure (Mugenda and

Mugenda,2003). To ensure face and content validity of the research instruments, experts

fromthe Department of educational Foundations and management, Maseno University were

requestedto scrutinize the research instruments.
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Theirsuggestionswere used to revise the instruments before preparing a final copy of the

InStrumentsand accordingly improve the scope, comprehensiveness and content.

.8Reliabilityof the Research Instruments

Reliabilityis a measure of the degree to which research instruments yield consistent results

afterrepeated trials (Borg and Gall, 1996). To ensure the reliability of the research

instruments,a pilot study involving 3 Private Universities was used. A pilot study should be

9·10% of the study population (Borg and Gall, 1996). During piloting the researcher tried

outthe instruments of data collection namely: Questionnaires and interview guides, from

theStudypopulation (Keeves, 1997). The aim was to identify any problems that respondents

encounteredin responding to the items, find out any ambiguous items, identify how items

wereperceived and interpreted, help to estimate the time and cost of completing various

phasesof the research (Borg and Gall, 1996), allow emergence of relevant issues not

consideredbefore and redesigning the research instruments in a manner that solicited

relevantinformation in line with the initial conception of the problem. A pilot study

involving3 Private Universities- was conducted between October and December 2010. These

Universitieswere selected using simple random sampling technique. The pilot study was in

twoviz:pilot study involving quantitative and qualitative data.

Questionnaireswere administered to 274 students (QFS). The pilot study showed that item

(C) of QFS was ambiguous, therefore, was omitted. Three academic registrars in the Private

Universitieswere given questionnaire (QACR) by the researcher himself. Two of the

academic registrars indicated that Pre-University intake was critical technique in the
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admissionprocess of a Private University, so the researcher decided to incorporate this in the

questionnaire.Purposive sampling was used to select 7 lecturers into the pilot study (QFLS)

viz:3 fromUniversity serial number 16, 2 each from University serial number 17 and 21

(AppendixA). The researcher decided to rearrange the questionnaire to include views raised

by lecturerswhich the researcher never thought of before.

Thequestionnaireswere administered to the same respondents twice after a period of a

month.The test-retest method was employed to estimate the reliability of the questionnaires

(Mugendaand Mugenda, 2003; Gregory, 1992). Pearson r was used to find out the

correlationcoefficient between the scores on the two questionnaire administration. In Social

ciences,the acceptable reliability coefficient ranges should be atleast 0.700 (Gregory, 1992;

Mugendaand Mugenda, 2003). The reliability coefficients were 0.814; 0.845 and 0.781 for

theStudentsQuestionnaire, Academic Registrar's questionnaire and Lecturers' questionnaire

respectively,an indication that the questionnaires were reliable and ready for use in the main

study.

Apilotstudy involving qualitative data was gathered from 3 student leaders and 3 deans' of

studentsusing in-depth interview (Appendix F and G).The instruments were used to explore

theAcademic registrars' and students' views, feelings, perceptions and actions to gain an

insightinto their deeper understanding of the Student characteristics, access factors, quality

issuesof education and completion rates of cohorts in the Private Universities. An important

stagein developing the interview guide was identification of three broad areas of concern-

Studentcharacteristics, Access, quality and completion rates. Several open-ended guiding
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ionsweredeveloped as the situation demanded. This strategy allowed the researcher to

fleetanddiscussthe emerging concepts and themes with participants.

Theintervieweeswere tape-recorded (where the participant consented) or sketchy notes were

madeand followed by proper write ups for those who refused to be tape recorded. It was

decidedfrom the pilot study involving qualitative data that validity and reliability be

ascertainedthrough the qualitative paradigm: Credibility; Transferability; dependability; and

Thegoal of internal validity or credibility is to show that the study was conducted in a

manneras to ensure that the participants were accurately identified and described. The

credibilityof the study was achieved by:

i) Collecting data over a long period of time (8 months) to enable a researcher to

overcome his biases and perceptions

ii) The researcher checked with informants whether the conclusions and interpretations

wereaccurate.

iii)The researcher recorded data mechanically through audio-tapes.

Transferability

Externalvalidity or transferability is the extent to which results of the study were generalized

tothepopulation from which the sample was drawn or other similar contexts (Marshall and

Rossman,1989).Transferability of the study was achieved through:
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i) Provideda detailed accurate focus of his study including the theoretical framework.

ii) Provideda description of the methodology.

iii)Describeddata collection and analysis methods.

Dependabilityor external reliability refers to the extent to which a study can be replicated. It

isthedegreeto which a procedure yields the same results each time and in each way it is

measured.The researcher took the following measures to ensure the dependability of the

i) Provided a detailed description of the process of inquiring to induce the

methodological steps

ii) Provided products of the research process through data presentation, interpretation

and recommendations

iii)Provided an audit trail including the audiotapes, field notes and interview transcripts.

Cooformability

Conformability,objectivity or internal reliability is the situation in which two or more people

perceivethe same meaning from the same categories (Field, 1980).The main concern was

thatthe researcher developed meanings and categories not based on his/her own bias ,but as

wasseenin the data by others. It was achieved by:

i) Discussed and shared meanings, categories that emerged from the study with his /her

colleagues to determine if they perceive the same meanings

ii) Published the thesis in a journal to be scrutinized by experts.
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Theresearcher examined universities' enrolment records, admission registers, minutes and

agendarelated to access, quality and completion rates. This was carefully studied with

referenceto the criteria in the document analysis guide developed by Frankel and Wallen

(1993). The information obtained from these documents was discussed with the officers

concernedwith the aim of collecting data. The piloted Universities were excluded from the

main studymaking the study to have only 21 Private Universities.

3.9Data Collection Procedures

Tocollect data, the researcher sought Permission from School of Graduate Studies (SGS),

MasenoUniversity. Notification letters were sent to the 24 Private Universities in the study

aboutthe intended field work. Upon getting feedback from these Universities, the researcher

visitedthem to seek official permission on actual study between January and August of 20 11.

3.10Methods of data analysis

Dataanalysis involved both quantitative and qualitative data.

3.10.1Analysis of quantitative data

Theraw data collected using the filled in questionnaire from 1094 students, 19 academic

registrarsand 124 lecturers were inspected and coded manually then entered into the SPSS

softwareprogramme to allow the use of descriptive and inferential statistics. The data were

processedto make them useful, that is, turn it, into information. The researcher took care to

ensurethat data was entered correctly. When entering data, the well known maxim "Rubbish

in, Rubbish out" was born in mind. Quantitative data were analyzed using descriptive
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statisticssuch as frequency counts and percentages .Inferential statistics such as Pearson r

andStepwisemultiple linear regression were also used.

Associationbetween student characteristics such as entry qualifications, type of school

attended,mode of study, academic programmes, age and gender.

TheChi-squaretest for independence was used to determine the association between a row

variablein a contingency table constructed from sample data. The null hypothesis (Ho) was

thatthevariableswere not associated (independent).

RejectHo if P-value < 0.05 at alpha level of 0.05

Accessfactors considered for enrollment

Descriptivestatistics, frequency distribution and histograms were used to do the analysis of

theaccessfactors considered for enrollment. The justification of the frequency distribution

tablewas that it easily shows the highest and lowest scores of the items used and indicates

theactualnumerical values to facilitate rapid and accurate reading of data. It makes it easy

to comparedata between various groups or classes since it presents data in columns and

rows,therefore, addition of explanatory notes and keys are necessary.

Relationship between access factors and enrollment

Pearson r was used to find the multiple correlation (R), the co-efficient of multiple

determination(R2) and regression co-efficients of the variables and their significance. The

justificationof this method is that it is the best known measure of relationship and expresses
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Ylriablesin quantitative terms (Cohen and Manion, 1994). The correlation co-efficients

mngefrom-1.0 to +1.0. This means that a correlation can be positive or negative. A higher

absolutevalueof a correlation co-efficient indicates a strong relationship while a small value

indicatesa less defmite relationship between independent and dependent variables.

Zeroordercorrelation matrix preceded the Step- wise regression analysis. This was done to

establishthe multicollinearity of the variables (Lovie and Lovie, 1991). This then justified

theuse of the regression models. Step-wise regression was used since it permits one to

analyzerelationships among a large number of variables in a single study (Borg, Gall and

Gall,1996). It also eliminates the variables whose contribution to the regression model

declineto a non-significant level. It was then possible to get values of the multiple

regressionequation of the form:

E = a + b.x. + b2x2+ b-x, b24x24

Where

E isthedependent variable, enrollment

a isthe constant, y- intercept

bl tob24 are the regression co-efficient estimates

Xl toX24are the independent factors, access factors

Likerttype scale (Best, 1992) was used to analyze the perceptions of students, lecturers and

academicregistrars towards the quality of education provision. All statements favouring the

subjectunder consideration were scored as follows:
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tronglyAgree (SA) =5; Agree (A)=4 ; Undecided (U)=3; Disagree (D)=2; Strongly

disagree(SD) =1. For statements opposing the point of view, the items were scored in the

oppositeorder as follows: Strongly Agree (SA)=l; Agree (A)=2; Undecided (U)=3;Disagree

(0)=4 Stronglydisagree (SD)=5. The test scores obtained on all the items were then used to

measurethe respondents' attitudes towards a given point of view.

Completionrates of Universities

Educationalwastage rates were employed to determine the Completion rates. These rates

werethe Grade Repeater Rate (GRR), Grade Drop-out Rate (GDR), Grade Survival Rate

(GSR)also known as the completion rate, grade wastage rate (GWR) Weighted Average

Drop-outRate (WADR) and Weighted Average Wastage Rate (WAWR) (Gravenir, 1982,

Cheswas1969) (Appendix M). Generally, wastage rates of more than 0.1 were considered

highwastage or a completion rate of 0.9. This means that 90% of students would complete

theiracademicprogrammes without having to repeat or drop-out.

3.10.2Analysis of qualitative data

Qualitativedata were analyzed using three processes: Summarising or condensation of

meanmgs; categorizing or grouping of meanings and structuring of meanings using

narratives.

i) Summarizing of meanings. Summarizing is condensing the meanings of large amounts of

text into fewer words. The researcher made a summary of key points that emerged from

the field notes and transcripts. The summary condensed long statements into briefer

statements in which the main sense of what was said is rephrased in a few words (Kvale,
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1996).Theresearcher tried to identify the apparent relationship between themes that he

wishedto note down in order to establish the validity. The researcher made comments

aboutrespondents and the setting in which the interview occurred. A copy was attached

tothewritten notes transcripts or documents for subsequent references. Documents were

usedto corroborate other data that were collected, that is, providing key points the

documentcontains, a description of the purpose of the document and how it relates to the

study.The researcher transcribed the interviews as soon as they were collected in order to

avoidbuild-up of tape recordings and associated transcription work. It took between six

andten hours to transcribe every hour of audio-recording. Each interview transcribed was

saved as a separate word processed file and a copy of the transcript was sent the

participantfor final checking.

ii)Categorizingdata. Categories are codes or labels that a qualitative researcher uses to

groupdata. The researcher located themes and assigned initial codes or labels in a first

attemptto condense the mass of data into categories. The researcher slowly read field

notesor played a tape recorder, looking for critical terms key words, events or themes

whichwere noted. The researcher wrote a preliminary concept or label at the edge of

notes and highlighted it with a brightly coloured ink or in some similar way. The

researcher developed categories and attached these categories to meaningful chunks of

data.Categories were derived from the data collected or from the theoretical framework,

purposeof the study as expressed through the objectives and the research questions. They

were also identified on the basis of emerging themes used by the participants in the

private universities and from the term itself as used in the existing theory or literature.

Theyprovided a researcher with an emergent structure that was relevant to the study.
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ill) Unitizingdata: This is the process of attaching relevant bits or chunks of data to

appropriatecategories that a researcher has devised. A unit of data can be a number of

words,a line of transcripts, a sentence, and a number of sentences, a complete paragraph

or someother chunk of textual data that fits the category. The researcher generated

categoriesand re-organized data according to themes or designed a suitable matrix and

placinghe data gathered within its cells meant that the researcher was analyzing data.

Theanalysis continued as the researcher searched for key words, themes, patterns or

relationships in the re-arranged data. The researcher probed emerging patterns,

comparingand contrasting data, trying to fit pieces of data into bigger puzzle- all the

whilehypothesizing about the best fit and best picture. The researcher revised categories

andcontinuedto re-arrange data, searched for meaning in the data. The researcher tried to

makesense out of the data by revisiting the data several times to find out if interpretation

was making sense in light of new experiences and so on. The process of analysis

qualitative data begins at same time as one collects data and they both continue

afterwards (Kvale, 1996).This way, the researcher was able to develop testable

propositions. The. appearance of an apparent relationship or connection between

categoriescalled for ''testing hypothesis". The researcher decided to quantify some of the

databy way of frequency counts of certain themes events or reasons that were given in

relationto a given theme .The data were then evaluated and analyzed to determine the

usefulnesson the basis of the research objectives.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

Thechapterpresents the results and discussion of the findings of the study. The results are

presentedand discussed under objective driven themes. The objectives that guided the study

I. Findout Student characteristics.

II. Findout factors that influence access.

III. Determine the relationship between access factors and enrolment.

IV. Establishperceptions of Stakeholders on quality of education provided.

v. Determine the completion rate for the 200712008 cohort.

4.1.1Return Rates of Questionnaires

Therespondents involved in the study were students, lecturers, and academic registrars,

deansof students and students' leaders. A summary of questionnaires issued and returned for

thequantitativedata were summarized in Table 4.1.
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Table4.1

Summaryof the Questionnaires Issued and Returned
Number of. Respondents IQuestionnaires issued Number of Respondents I Questionnaires

returned

University Stud. Acad. Lect. Total Stud. Acad. Lect. Total 0/0

Reg. Reg.
I. 220 1 10 231 210 1 10 221 95.67

2. 83 10 94 78 9 89 94.68

3. 52 8 61 50 6 57 93.44

4. 45 6 52 40 5 46 88.66

5. 65 8 74 63 0 6 69 93.24

6. 64 9 74 59 8 68 91.89

7. 160 1 9 170 156 1 8 165 97.06

8. 60 7 68 51 6 58 85.29

9. 17 6 24 17 5 23 95.83

10. 65 9 75 44 6 51 68.00

II. 120 6 127 118 5 124 97.64

12. 23 9 33 13 8 22 66.67

13. 40 7 48 30 6 37 77.08

14. 32 6 39 23 5 29 74.36

15. 44 1 6 51 35 1 5 41 80.39

16. 31 8 40 26 0 7 33 82.50

17 21 5 27 18 4 23 85.19

18. 18 5 24 16 4 21 87.50

19. 30 5 36 22 4 27 75.00

20 15 5 21 10 1 4 15 71.43

21. 20 2 25 15 3 19 76.00

Grand Total 1225 21 148 1394 1094 19 124 1237 88.74
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Thestudy issued out 1394 Questionnaires, 1225 to students, 21 to academic registrars, and

148to lecturers. 1237 questionnaires were retuned - 19 from academic registrars, 1094 from

studentsand 124 from lecturers. This represented 88.74 % return rate. This implies that the

samplewas far above the range of being a true and accurate representative of the study

population(Borg and Gall, 1996).

4.2Students' Characteristics in Universities

Thefirst research question responded to was: What are the Students Characteristics in Private

Universities?

4.2.1Demographic Characteristics of Students

Thedemographic characteristics of students were as shown in Table 4.2
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Table4.2

Demographic Characteristics of Students in Private Universities (n = 1094)

Demographic characteristics f

Gender

Male

Female

457

637

Maritalstatus

Married

Not married

352

742

41.77

58.23

32.18

67.82

Nationality

Kenyan 974 89.06

Non-Kenyan 120 10.97

Agein years

Below 24 574 52.47

25 -39 217 19.84

40 above 303 27.70

Residence

Rural

Urban

748

346

EntryQualifications

KCSE with at least C+

KACE

KCSE with a PI certificate

KCSE with a pre-University certificate

Diploma and above

521

104

234

110

125
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31.63
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Categoryof school attended

Private Day 90 8.23
Private Boarding 138 12.61

District Day 93 8.50

District Boarding 147 13.44

Provisional Day 209 19.10

Provisional Boarding 323 28.52

National School 94 8.59

FacultiesEnrolled

Humanities 73 6.67

Business 166 15.17

Engineering 37 3.38

Health Science 43 3.93

Education 470 42.96

Computer Science 127 11.61

Agriculture 27 2.17

Theology and Divinity 46 4.20

Pure/Applied Science & Technology 64 5.85

Law 41 3.75

Modesof studying

Full time

School based

Evening

Weekends

622

163

204

105

56.86

14.90

18.65

9.60

Key:

KCSE-Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education

KACE-Kenya Advanced Certificate of Education

Pj.Primary School teachers' Certificate
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Thenumberof female students in the Universities 637 (58.23%) was greater than that of

males457 (41.77%). This coincides with the revelations of release of the Kenya Certificate

ofSecondaryEducation Examination (K.C.S.E) every year which indicate that males do

betterin national examinations than females and many of them qualify to join Public

Universities.Some male and female students who fail to meet the Joint Admission Board

(JAB) requirements opt, perhaps, to obtain Private University education .Moreover; it also

supportsAnderson's (2000) study on recent trends in US College Enrollment Patterns at Yale

Universitywho examined the determinants of enrolment in four year college for 20 year old

studentsby gender, using regression models. The researcher's data was gathered from five

cohortsin 1972-1996. When she controlled for the conditions of being a high school graduate

anda member of the civilian, non-institutionalized population, the researcher found out that

femaleswere only slightly more likely to enroll than males.

Threehundred and fifity two (32.18%) of the student in the study were 742 (67.82%) were

notmarried.The study further revealed that most students undertaking academic programmes

inKenyanPrivate Universities were Kenyans as evidenced by 974(89.06%). 120 (10.97%)

of the students were drawn from other countries. The study revealed that most of the

studentsin Private Universities were young people aged below 24 accounting for 574

(52.47%)of the sample, the proportion between 25 and 39 was nineteen point eight four

percent217(19.84%), and proportion above 40 was twenty seven point seven zero percent

303(27.70%).The overtone of this was that over a quarter of old people are seeking

Universityeducation in the Private sector, perhaps to get job credentials needed to make
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themremainin the same employment or compete farvourably for promotion or get greener

pastureselsewhere.

Thecurrent study seemed to concur with the findings of Horn and Neville (2006) in their

studieson Profile of Undergraduate students in US Post Secondary Education Institutions:

2003-2004with a special Analysis on Community College Students' Statistical Analysis

Reportwho contended that during the 2003-2004 academic year, 40% of the nation's

communitycollege students were under 24 years of age, 18% were 25-29 years of age, and

35%were age 30 or older. Two thirds of college students attend part-time, and more than

8oolo work either full time or part-time, 13% came from homes where English is not the

primarylanguage, and more than half of the community college students came from homes

whereneither of their parents attended a college. Of these 59% were women, 15% were

Blackand 14% were Hispanic.

Abouttheir religious affiliation, majority that is, 804(73.49%) of the student participants

professChristianity, Islam 107 (9.78%), Hinduism 80 (7.31 %), Buddhism 40 (3.66%), others

26 (2.38%).Two point two eight percent were not sure about their religion. About the

residence/homeof students the study revealed that 748 (68.37% of the students in the sample

hailfrom rural set ups while 346 (31.63%) of them come from urban set-ups. The study

soughtto know the highest entry qualification of the students prior to enrolling in the

universities.It was discovered that majority of the undergraduate students in the Private

Universitieshad a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with at least C+ as evidenced

by 521(47.62%) of the respondents, Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with p l
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ificateas evidenced by 234(21.39% ) of the respondents, Diploma holders and above as

mdicatedby 125 (11.43%) of the respondents, Kenya Advanced Certificate of Education as

evidencedby 104( 9.50%) of the respondents, Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education

with apreUniversity certificate as shown by 110 (10.05%) of the respondents.

The studysought to know the category of school students attended most before enrolling in

the Universities.The study reports that 90 (8.23%) of the respondents in the sample were in

PrivateDay schools, 138 (12.61 %) were in Private boarding, 93 (8.50%) were in district day

schools,147(13.44%) were in district boarding schools, 209(19.10%) were in Provincial

schools,323 (28.52%) were in Provincial boarding while 94(8.59%) were in national

schools.It is clear from the table that slightly more than half of the students enrolled in

PrivateUniversities were in provincial schools during their secondary education. This

impliesthat Universities should frequently visit these schools to maintain their enrollment

cuesandemploy several recruitment strategies in other schools to boost number of entrants.

On the issue of faculties / schools where students were enrolled in their academics

programmes,the study revealed that 73 (6.67% ) of the respondents were enrolled in the

facultiesof humanities /Arts, 166 (15.l7%) were in the faculty of business, 37(3.38%) in

thefacultyof engineering, 43 (3.93%) in the faculty of health science, 470 (42.96%) were

enrolledin the faculties of eduction; 127(11.61%) were enrolled in the faculties of computing

science;27 (2.l7%) in the faculty of agriculture, 46 (4.20%) were enrolled in the faculty of

theology/divinity, 64 (5.85%) were enrolled in the faculty of pure/ applied science and

technologyand 41 (3.75% ) were enrolled in the faculties of law. It could be noted that
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moststudentswere enrolled in the faculties of education, business; computing science which

took almost70% of the students enrolled in Private Universities.

Thestudysought to establish the modes of studying in Private Universities. Six hundred and

twentytwo (56.86%) of the students were enrolled in the fulltime mode of study, 204

(18.65%) of the students were enrolled in the evening mode of study, 163 (14.90%) of the

studentswere enrolled in the school based programmes and 105 (9.60%) of the students were

enrolledin the weekend's mode of study. Distance learning is not yet utilized by Private

Universities.

Thestudyfurther sought to establish the association between Students' entry qualifications

and category of school attended prior to enrolling in Universities; Students' entry

qualificationsand mode of study; Students' gender and academic programmes; Students

modeof study and age (Tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6).
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Chi-SquareTest on Students Entry Qualifications and Category of Schools attended

(0=1094)

Students' Category of schools Total
entry
qualifications PRIVD PRIVB DISTD DISTB PROVD PROVB NATION

~KCSE C+ 30* 67 29 75 137 165 18 521

31.2** 58.2 26.6 78.2 141.5 170.3 19.9 521.0

KACE 11 12 13 14 15 20 19 104
11.5 14.9 14.1 12.7 15.8 22.3 17.6 104.0

KCSEP] 20 26 25 32 28 85 18 234

17.3 29.5 26.4 33.3 20.2 83.4 18.8 234.0

KSCEPRE- 13 16 15 11 14 22 19 110

UNI. 14.1 16.7 11.4 9.6 15.4 18.4 17.3 110.0

~DIPLOMA 16 17 11 15 15 31 20 125

15.9 18.7 14.5 13.2 16.1 28.6 20.4 125.0

TOTAL 90 138 93 147 209 323 94 1094

90.0 138.0 93.0 147.0 209.0 323.0 94.0 1094.0

Chi-Square=39.966, Df=24, P-va\ue=0.106

Legend: * observed count, ** Expected count

PRIVD =Private Day School DISTD=District Day School

PRIB= Private Boarding school PROVD=Provincial Day School

PROVB= Provincial Boarding School NATION= National School

Noneof the expected frequencies were less than 5 so the requirements for the goodness of fit

testweresatisfied (Michael, 2010). On the basis of the chi-square tests conducted to find out

theassociationbetween student characteristics there was sufficient evidence the 0.05 level of

significance to conclude that entry qualifications and category of schools were not



IIBtisticallyrelated ( p-value=O.1 06 > 0.05). This meant that a student from any category of

hoolwould qualify for a University admission in the Private Universities as long as the

minimumentry requirement was met.

Thestudyexpected a random sample of 1094 students to contain about 31 students who

wereinPrivate day schools and had entry qualifications of at least a Kenya Certificate of

econdaryEducation C+, about 58 students who were in a Private boarding high school had

anentryqualification of at least a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education C+, about 27

studentswho were in district day schools and had entry qualifications of at least a Kenya

Certificateof Secondary Education C+ , about 78 students who were in district boarding

schoolsand had entry qualifications of at least a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education

C+,about142 students who were in provincial day schools and had entry qualifications of at

leasta Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education C+, about 170 students who were in

provincialboarding schools and had entry qualifications of at least Kenya Certificate of

SecondaryEducation C+ ,about 20 students who were in national schools and had entry

qualificationof at least a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education C+, about 12 students

whowere in Private day schools and had entry qualifications of a Kenya Advanced

Certificateof Education ,about 15 students who were in Private boarding schools and had

entryqualifications of a Kenya Advanced Certificate of Education, about 14 students who

were in district day schools and who had entry qualifications of a Kenya Advanced

Certificateof Education, about13 students who were in district boarding schools and had

entryqualifications of a Kenya Advanced Certificate of Education, about 16 students who

werein provincial day schools and had entry qualifications of a Kenya Advanced Certificate
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of Education, about 22 students who were in provincial boarding schools and had entry

qualificationsof a Kenya Advanced Certificate of Education, about 18 students who were in

nationalschoolsand had entry qualifications of a Kenya Advanced Certificate of Education.

Thestudyrevealed that there were about 17 students who were in Private day schools and

had entryqualifications of a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with a PI certificate,

about30 students who were in Private boarding schools and had an entry qualification of a

KenyaCertificate of Secondary Education with a PI certificate, about 26 students who were

indistrictday schools and had entry qualifications of a Kenya Certificate of Secondary

Educationwith PI certificate, about 33 students who were in district boarding schools and

whohad an entry qualification of a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with a PI

certificate,about 20 students who were in a provincial day school and had a Kenya

Certificateof Secondary Education with PI certificate, about 83 students who were in a

provincialboarding school and who had a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with PI

certificate,about 19 students who were in national schools and had an entry qualification of a

KenyaCertificate of Secondary Education with a PI certificate.

Thestudy reports that there were about 14 students who were in private day schools and had

a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with a Pre- University certificate, about 17

studentswho were in private boarding schools and who had an entry qualification of a

KenyaCertificate of Secondary Education with a Pre- University certificate, about 11

studentswho were in a district day and had an entry qualification of a Kenya Certificate of

SecondaryEducation with a Pre- University certificate, about 10 students who were in
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districtboarding schools and had an entry qualification of a Kenya Certificate of Secondary

Educationwith a Pre- University certificate, about 15 students who were in provincial day

~hoolsand had an entry qualification of a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with a

Pre- Universitycertificate, about 18 students who were in provincial boarding schools and

badan entry qualification of a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with a Pre-

Universitycertificate, about 17 students who were in national schools and had an entry

qualificationof a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with a Pre- University

Thestudy disclosed that a sample of 1094 students had about 16 students who were in

privateday schools and had at least a diploma certificate, about19 students who were in

privateboarding schools and had at least a diploma certificate, about 15 students who were

indistrictday schools and had at least a diploma certificate, about 13 students who were in

districtboarding schools and had at least a diploma certificate, about 16 students who were in

provincialday schools and had at least a diploma certificate, about 29 students who were in

provincialboarding schools and had at least a diploma certificate and about 20 students who

wereinnational schools and had an entry qualification of at least a diploma.

Thestudy also sought to find out the association between entry qualification and Mode of

Study.A Chi- Square was conducted to disclose this association and details were recorded in

Table4.4.
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Chi-squaretest on the Students Entry Qualifications and Mode of Study (n=1094)

tudents'entry Mode of Study
Qualifications Full time School based Evening Weekends Total

~KCSEC+ 437* 14 56 14 521

442.1 ** 15.7 50.8 12.4 521.0

KACE 15 29 42 18 104

10.3 28.3 39.0 26.4 104.0

KCSEPI 75 93 44 22 234

64.1 91.7 40.2 38.0 234.0

KCSEPRE- 49 13 37 11 110

UNI. 47.3 15.9 31.4 15.4 110.0

~Diploma 46 14 25 40 125

58.2 11.4 42.6 12.8 125.0

Total 622 163 204 105 1094

622.0 163.0 204.0 105.0 1094.0

Chi-Square= 327.891, Df=12, p, value=O.OOO

Legend:*Observed count, ** Expected count

Entryqualification and mode of study were related [p-value=O.OOO< 0.05], therefore the null

hypothesis [Ho] was rejected. The study expected a random sample 1094 students to contain

about442 students in a full time mode of study with an entry qualification of at least a Kenya

Certificate of Secondary Education (KCSE) C+, about 16 students in school based mode
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of studywith an entry qualification of at least a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education

Ct,about 51 students in evening mode of study with an entry qualification of at least a

KenyaCertificate of Secondary Education C+, about 12 students in weekend mode of study

withan entry qualification of at least a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education C+ ; about

10 students in a fulltime mode of study with an entry qualification of a Kenya Advanced

Certificateof Education (K.A.C.E), about 28 students in a school based mode of study with

anentryqualification of a Kenya Advanced Certificate of Education, about 39 students in

aneveningmode of study with an entry qualification of a Kenya Advanced Certificate of

Education,about 26 students in a weekend mode of study with an entry qualification of a

KenyaAdvanced Certificate of Education .

Therewere about 64 students in a full time mode of study with an entry qualification of a

KenyaCertificate of Secondary Education with a PI certificate, about 92 students in a school

basedmode of study with an entry qualification of a Kenya Certificate of Secondary

Educationwith a PI certificate, about 40 students in an evening mode of study with an entry

qualificationof a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with a PI certificate, about 38

students in a weekend mode of study with an entry qualification of a Kenya Certificate of

SecondaryEducation with a PI certificate; about 47 students in a full time mode of study

with an entry qualification of a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with a Pre-

University certificate, about 16 students in a school based mode of study with an entry

qualification of a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education with a PI certificate, about 31

students in an evening mode of study with an entry qualification of Kenya Certificate of

Secondary Education with a Pre- University certificate, about 15 students in a weekend
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mode of study with an entry qualification of a Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education

with a Pre- University certificate; about 58 students in a full time mode of study with an

entry qualificationof at least a diploma, about 11 students in school based mode of study

with anentryqualification of at least a diploma, about 43 students in evening mode of study

with anentry qualification of a at least a diploma, about 13 students in weekend mode of

studywithan entry qualification of at least a diploma.

The study sought the association between gender and academic programmes. Table 4.5

indicatesthe details.
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Chi.SquareTest on Students Gender and Academic Programmes (n=1094)

Academic programmes Gender
Total

Male Female

23* 50 73

30.50** 42.5 73.0

108 58 166

69.3 96.7 166.0

Engineering 21 16 37

15.5 21.5 37.0

HealthScience 18 25 43

18.0 25.0 43.0

Education 148 322 470

196.3 273.7 470.0

Computer Science 57 70 127

53.1 73.9 127.0

Agriculture 15 12 27

11.3 15.7 27.0

TheologylDivinity 35 11 46

19.2 26.8 46.0

Pure/applied scie.& techn 18 46 64

26.7 37.3 64.0

Law 14 27 41

17.1 23.9 41.0

Total 457 637 1094

457.0 637.0 1094.0

Chi-Square = 94.786 Df=9 p, value=O.OOO

Legend: * observed count, **Expected count
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Students'gender and academic programmes were related (p-value= 0.000 < 0.05). The study

disclosedthat a random sample of 1094 students contained about 31 male and 43 female

studentsenrolled in the humanities' academic programmes, about 69 male students and 97

femalestudents enrolled in business related academic programmes. The study conclusively

discovereda sample of 1094 students to contain about 16 and 22 male and female students

respectivelyenrolled in engineering related academic programmes , about 18 and 25 male

and femalestudents respectively enrolled in health science programmes, about 196 and 274

maleand female students respectively enrolled education, about 53 and 74 male and female

studentsrespectively enrolled in computing science respectively, about 11 and 16 male and

femalestudents respectively enrolled in agriculture related courses, about 19 and 27 male

and femalestudents enrolled in theology, about 27 and 37 male and female students enrolled

inPure/appliedscience & technology respectively, about 17 and 24 male and female students

enrolledin law.

The study discovered that generally there were more females enrolled in academic

programmesof Universities than men. There was evidence that some academic programmes

hadexcessively more females than males for instance education. The study confirmed

Anderson's(2000) Study on US College Enrollment Patterns at Yale University that females

weremore enrolled in Universities than males. The overtone of this is an imbalance of

genderequity which may bring about intergenerational inequity. Private Universities were

offeringa few marketable programmes highly needed in the job market. There is need for

diversityof programmes if the Kenyan economy has to grow. Universities should offer

varietyof skills fit for all sectors of the economy.
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studysought to establish the association between mode of study and age. Table 4.6

i-SquareTest on Students Mode of Study and Age (n=1094)

Mode of Study Total

FT SB EV WK

529* 13 20 12 574

326.4** 85.5 107.0 55.1 574.0

78 37 61 41 217

123.4 32.3 40.5 20.8 217.0

Above40 years 15 113 123 52 303

172.3 45.1 29.1 56.5 303.0

622 163 204 105 1094

622.0 163.0 204.0 105.0 1094.0

CHI-Square= 681.030, Df=6, p- value=O.OOO

Legend:* observed count,

FT= Full Time

**Expected count

SB= School Based EV= Evening WK=Weekend

Thestudy discovered that age and mode of study were related (p-value= 0.000< 0.05). The

studyrevealed that all academic programmes had mostly young people. The study expected a

randomsample 1094 students to contain about 326 students enrolled on a full time mode of

studyaged below 24, about 86 students enrolled for a school based mode of study aged

below24; about 107 students enrolled for an evening mode of study aged below 24, about 55
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Ddentsenrolled in a weekend mode of study aged below 24. The study expected to find

Dlut 123students enrolled in a full time mode of study aged between 25 and 39, about 32

studentsenrolled in school based mode of study aged between 25 and 39 , about 41 students

enrolledin an evening mode of study aged between 25 and 39, about 21 students enrolled in

a weekendmode of study aged between 25 and 39; about 172, 45, 57 and 29 students

enrolledin a full time, school based, evening, and weekend modes of studies respectively

andwhoare aged above 40. The study revealed that many students were enrolled in full time

modeof study followed by evening mode of study, school based mode of study and lastly

weekendsmode of study. The findings seemed to concur with Horn and Neville (2006) in

their studies on Profile of Undergraduate students in US Post Secondary Education

Institutions:2003-2004 with a special Analysis on Community College Students' Statistical

AnalysisReport that during the 2003-2004 academic year, 40% of the nation's community

collegestudents were below 24 years of age, 18% were 25-29 years of age and 35% were

aged30 or older.

4.3Factors Influencing Access to Private Universities

TheSecond research question responded to was: What are factors influencing access to

PrivateUniversities?

When asked about the access factors they considered to enroll in the Universities, the

studentsgave the raw data shown in Appendix J and the summary was shown in Table 4.7.
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Table4.7

AccessFactors Considered by Students in Enrolling for Academic Programmes of the

Universities (n = 1094)

Accessfactors F 0/0

StrictGraduation Schedules/xi) 843 77.06

InternetServicesix-) 323 29.52

Teleconselingix-) 112 10.24

Participation in College night Programmesrxa) 93 8.01

CampusOutreach Programmestx-) 114 10.42

Publicationin View Books/ Search files(x6) 468 42.78

HighSchool visits by Universities' Reps.tx-) 561 51.27

UniversityLocation/Campus Settingixs) 114 10.42

CampusField Trips by High School Studentstxe) 618 56.49

TelevisionAdvertisementsrx.s) 550 50.27

ColourfulGraduation Ceremoniesixu) 551 50.37

Pre-University Prograrnmesix.s) 236 30.71

Influenceof FriendslPeers/School Matesrx«) 433 39.58

DirectMai1(x14) 497 45.43

FinancialAid(XlS) 231 21.11

RadioBroadcasux.z) 514 46.98

University Sizetx.») 450 41.13

Academic Reputatioruxu) 249 22.76

University Academic Resourcestx.e) 804 73.49

Safetyand Security(x2o) 521 47.62

Participation in College Day Programmestx-i) 219 20.02

Newspaper Advertisements/x-i) 962 87.93

Extra-Curricular Activitiestx-i) 137 12.52

Maintenance of Religious Affiliationtx-a) 400 36.56

Noresponse 13 1.19
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Theaccessfactors considered by students in enrolling for academic programmes were: Strict

843(77.06%), internet services 823(29.52%), telecounselling

112(10.24%),participation in college night programmes 93(8.01%), campus outreach

programmes114(10.42%), publication in view books/ search files 468(42.78%), high school

visitsby University representatives 561(51.27%), University location! campus setting

114(10.42%),campus field trips by high school students 618(56.49%), television adverts

550(50.27%),colourful graduation ceremonies 551(50.37%), Pre-University prograrmmes

236(30.71%),friends/peers/schoolmates 433(39.58%),direct mail 497(45.43%) financial aid

231(21.11%), radio broadcast 514(46.98%), University size 450(41.13%), academic

reputation249(22.76%), University academic resources i.e. human and library 804(73.49%),

safetyand security 521(47.62%), participation in college day programmes 219(20.02%)

,Newspaperadvertisements 962(87.93%),extracurricular activities (12.52%), and religious

affiliation400(36.56%). Thirteen (1.19%) of the respondents gave no response.

It is clear that the main five factors influencing access in Private Universities as given by

Studentsin the order of importance were: Newspaper advertisements, strict graduation

schedule,academic resources of a University-Library and human resources it cherishes,

campusfield trips by high school students to the Universities. At the beginning of academic

years,Private Universities feature persistently in the mass and print media to bring to the

attentionof the general public the programmes which they mount. Universities always ensure

toadvertise their programmes through the print media as a way of reaching many prospective

students.Graduation time frames have to be adhered to given that that some students already

havetheir lives planned. They have chosen a profession and know the major and degrees it
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willtaketo reach their goals- get a job, get married. Others do not know the exact career they

wantto enter, but they know they are interested in a general field. Campus visitation

programmesalso form a powerful recruitment tool for most colleges and Universities. These

issueswere also raised by Machowan (1995) and Boyer (1987) who emphasized that students

likedsmall, informed campus tours since they believed this gave them opportunity to get the

truepicture about the institution. The studies found out that, during their college search,

students,put more faith in face to face encounters with college admission offices. They

indicatethat 57% of prospective students in their University search visited at least one

campusand almost one in four students visited three or more. Going to college is like going

toa totallydifferent world. The right college should provide services and resources to help a

studentto adapt. So when students are looking for a college they consider various resources

suchas health facilities, libraries, counselors and computer laboratories. Some colleges offer

minimalhealth services. Others have health centers with Doctors on call 24 hours.

Dependingon the institution, students may receive medical services, paying only for

prescriptions.

Whenasked about the reasons which made them enroll in the Universities, one of the

studentsstated that:

My parents work in this University and they encouraged me to join it. by the
way I was here for my primary and secondary education, so they felt that I should
continue with University education. This University has got better facilities for
engineering courses; actually it is the best in Kenya, in Agricultural engineering. I
chose it because a brother had graduated in the same programme. This is the
only University which respects the freedom of worship .1came here for theology.
This is the only University teaching students from Eastern African countries. I learnt
of programmes in this University through the Newspaper advertisements. Other
Universities offer the same programme especially one which is near my home. I
decided to enroll in this city university. I ... had to know about programmes in this
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University through television advertisements. They persistently featured the
programmes .Many of my schoolmates and I decided to come here You know,
there are strikes and closures of Universities as normally witnessed in Public ones.
Youtake a shorter time to complete a similar programme than in Public Universities.
Safety and security is guaranteed in this University. We as the leaders' of students,
always ensure that security and safety are paramount in this campus ..... indeed no
insecurity incident have been reported so far.

When asked about the access factors the Universities employ to attain the required

enrolment,the academic registrars gave the details in Table 4.8.
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Access Factors Employed by Private Universities to attain Required Enrolment as

stated by Academic Registrars (n = 19)

F %

Religiousaffiliation 13 68.42

GoodPublic Relations 13 68.42

StudentsSupport Programme 4 21.05

LibraryResources 11 57.89

Safetyand security 5 26.32

Varietyof Programmes 6 31.58

ProgrammesCompleted as Scheduled 12 63.16

AcademicReputation 4 21.05

Accessto Accommodation 5 26.32

Locationof the University 6 31.58

Cost/tuition of Programmes 15 78.95

CampusOutreach Programmes 7 36.84

Publicationin View Books/Search Files 9 47.37

Pre-University Programmes 14 73.68

Financialaid /Scholarships, Loans, Grants 3 15.79

Highschool Visits by University Reps. 16 84.21

TelevisionAdverts. 13 68.42

Newspaper Advertisements 19 100.00

RadioBroadcast 18 94.74

Telecounselling 2 10.56

InternetServices 8 42.11

DirectMail 7 36.84

The access factors employed by Private Universities in enhancing enrollment as given by the

academic registrars were: Religious affiliation l3( 68.42%), good public relations

13(68.42%), student support programmes 4(21.05%) ,library resources 11(57.89%), Safety
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and security 5(26.32%), variety of programmes 6(31.58%), programmes completed as

scheduled12(63.68%), academic reputation of the University 4(2l.05%), access to

accommodation5(26.32%), location of University 6(3l.58%), Cost/tuition of the

programmes15(78.98%), campus outreach programmes i.e community service programmes

7(36.84%),publication in view books/ search files 9(47.37%), Pre-University programmes

14(73.16%),financial aid 3(15.79%), high school visits by University representatives

16(84.21%),television advertisements 13(68.42%), newspaper advertisements 19(100.00%),

radiobroadcast 18(94.74%), telecounselling 2(10.53%), internet services 8(42.11%), direct

mail7(36.84%).

Theviews of the Students tallied with the academic registrars who noted that Newspaper

advertisements and academic resources were critical factors influencing access in

Universities.The other factors in the order of importance were: programmes are completed

asscheduled,religious affiliation, variety of programmes are offered especially those that are

neededin the job markets, cost/ tuition that is charged is friendly to students, pre-University

programmesand library resources. It is clear that Pre- University programmes are upcoming

activitiesas Universities were noted to be employing them as an avenue of converting

traineesinto prospective students of Universities. These views were also raised by Good and

Halpin(2002) who found that a Pre-school programme for engineering students resulted in

significantlyhigher retention rates when compared to students who did not participate in the

pre-collegeprogramme. Religious affiliation was one of the main factors influencing access

touniversities. This was so because many Universities were founded on religious grounds

(Gogo,2010).
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Asmallpercentage of the academic registrars (26.32%) showed that accommodation was a

factorinfluencing access to Private Universities, an indication that many Universities were

lackingthis vital physical facility. A dean of students also attested that:

We use several recruitment strategies. We send some marketing panel to go and talk
to students in their schools. We advertise through the TV, radio and you know .
in the print media. Some students seek applications on their own. We always ensure
our offices are open for all visitors. We sell ourselves internationally and locally
through the internet. We have our website where our programmes are put on board.
You know this is the very University having students from all over the world .Most of
the students taking pre-University programmes end up enrolling here for their
undergraduate. Some have even moved to doing masters programmes.

Aspeacefulas college campuses appear, it's easy to forget that all campuses are equally safe

andsecure. Although students want to feel safe in campus, crime may spill over in urban

campusesand, of course, can occur anywhere. Every college is required to publish crime

statisticsannually, including the number of motor vehicle thefts, burglaries, aggravated

assaults,robberies, rapes, murders, liquor violations, drug abuse violations and weapons

possessionson campus. These may work for or against accessing a given university.

Choosingthe right college means choosing a place where one would live for four or more '

years.For some leaving home is not an option. For others, going hundreds or thousands of

milesaway is too difficult. Still others relish the idea of going far from their family and

puttingphysical distance between themselves and their high school. Colleges in rural areas

offerfew distractions when one's studying but one may have it hard finding extracurricular

off-campus on weekends. Attending a college in a large city offers more entertainment and

internshipor job opportunities, but it may have drawbacks such as more expensive housing

andhigher crime rates.
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Theprice/cost of attending a college vary widely from college to college. Besides there are

otherexpensessuch as cost of textbooks, housing, food, travelling, opportunity cost of being

incollegeamongst other expenses. College fees may include additional costs for non-

residentstudents such as computer usage, health services and student activities. A number of

coursessuch as sciences, medical, engineering and computer studies require extra costs.

Studentshave to take these into account in their college choice search. One of the informants,

aStudentleader noted that:

Accommodation facilities are in a state of disrepair due to poor maintenance, they are
overcrowded and with sanitary conditions. There is nepotism in allocation of rooms.
Some students have stayed in specific rooms throughout their three years of stay in
this university. We always look for our own accommodation in this town. Sometimes
you may not find a single unoccupied room.

4.4Relationship between Access Factors and Enrolment

Thethird research question responded to was: What is the relationship between access

factorsand enrollment?

Thestudents were asked to provide the access factors they considered best for enrolling in

theUniversities (Appendix J). The data was used to determine the relationship between

factorsinfluencing access and enrolment using the Step-wise linear multiple regression. The

step-wiselinear multiple regression was used to get the multiple correlation (R) and the co-

efficientof multiple determination (R2) and the contribution of each access factor to

enrollment.Regression diagnostic, that is, multicollinearity of the access factors was done to

justify thr use of the regression models used in the study (Lovie and Lovie, 1991)

Multicollinearityis state where two or more of the independent variables are highly or
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perfectlycorrelated with each other (Kannel and Polasek, 1986).When this happens the said

factors are excluded from the study. The Zero order correlation matrix is shown in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9: Zero Order Correlation Matrix Analysis of Access Factors on Enrolment (n=1094)

xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 xlO xlI xl2 x13 x14 xIS xl6 xl7 xI8 xI9 x20 x21 x22 x23 x24
enrollment

enrollment Pearson 1

Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)

N 21

xl Pearson .468' 1

Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .032

N 21 21
0

x2 Pearson .198 .281

Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .391 .217
\0
VI

N 21 21 21

x3 Pearson .477' -.045 .616" 1

Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .029 .847 .003

N 21 21 21 21

x4 Pearson .746" .183 .031 .381

Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .426 .895 .088

N 21 21 21 21 21

x5 Pearson .524" .270 .539" .604"" .440' 1

Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .015 .237 .012 .004 .046



N 21 21 21 21 21 21

x6 Pearson .679" .461' .002 .122 .539' .126 1

Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .036 .994 .597 .012 .586

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

x7 Pearson .647" .363 .116 .424 .665" .598" .291

Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .105 .616 .055 .001 .004 .201

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

x8 Pearson .467' -.012 .433' .559" .606" .785" .301 .486'

\0 0
Correlation

0'1

Sig. (2-tailed) .033 .958 .050 .008 .004 .000 .184 .025

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

x9 Pearson .655" .325 .161 .342 .661" .551" .390 .711" .548'

Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .150 .487 .129 .001 .010 .080 .000 .010

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

x10 Pearson .842" .371 .084 .343 .736" .497' .464' .572" .398 .783" 1

Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .098 .719 .128 .000 .022 .034 .007 .074 .000

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

xlI Pearson .790" .095 -.135 .429 .646" .323 .466' .576" .218 .506' .670"

Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .681 .559 .052 .002 .153 .033 .006 .343 .019 .001



xJ2

xl3

x14

-o-...l

x15

x16

x17

N

Pearson

Correlation

21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21
.436' .287 .166 .463' .078 .347 .036 .148 -.005 .200 .451' .328 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .048 .207 .471 .034 .738 .123 .878 .523 .984 .385 .040 .146

21 21 21 21 21N

Pearson

Correlation

21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

.475' .269 .490' .518' .550" .790" .329 .555" .806" .658" .547' .151 .143

N

Sig. (2-tailed) .030 .239 .024 .016 .010 .000 .146 .009 .000 .001 .010 .512 .537

21 21 21 21 21 21 21

Pearson

o Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .068 .595 .002 .000 .019 .000 .236 .034 .000 .006 .057 .551 .672 .000

21 21 21N

Pearson

Correlation

21 21 21 21 21 21 21

.405 .123 .647" .700" .505' .717" .270 .464' .80t" .579" .421 .138 .098 .902" 1

21 21 21 21 2121 21 21 21 21 21 21

.614" .497' .004 .109 .607" .154 .574" .280 .178 .364 .571" .323 .323 .349 .200

N

Sig. (2-tailed) .003 .022 .985 .638 .003 .506 .007 .219 .439 .105 .007 .154 .154 .121 .386

21 21 21 21 21 21 21

Pearson

Correlation

21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

.754" .373 .201 .429 .533' .489' .378 .472' .340 .689" .785" .614" .462' .493' .412 .483'

N

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .096 .381 .052 .013 .024 .092 .031 .131 .001 .000 .003 .035 .023 .063 .027

21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

Pearson

Correlation

21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

.361 .223 .474' .585" .341 .651" .243 .435' .540' .372 .350 .171 .221 .763" .773" .286 .472'

Sig. (2-tailed) .108 .332 .030 .005 .131 .001 .289 .049 .011 .097 .120 .459 .336 .000 .000 .209 .031



xl8

x19

x20

\0
00

x21

x22

x23

N

Pearson

Correlation

21 2121 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21
.502' .343 .658" .616" .331 .862" .141 .420 .639" .383 .420 .213 .438' .741" .679" .355 .505' .766-- 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .020 .129 .001 .003 .143 .000 .543 .058 .002 .086 .058 .353 .047 .000 .001 .115 .020 .000

21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21N

Pearson

Correlation

21

.749" .350 .361 .468' .388 .384 .394 .493' .219 .440' .600" .610" .352 .193 .218 .288 .488' .055 .309

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .120 .108 .032 .083 .085 .077 .023 .339 .046 .004 .003 .118 .402 .342 .205 .025 .814 .173

N

o

Pearson

Correlation

21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

.447' -.152 -.118 .282 .635" .239 .486' .392 .482' .657" .544' .451' -.060 .519' .558" .288 .382 .369 .089 .182

Sig. (2-tailed) .042 .510 .612 .215 .002 .297 .026 .079 .027 .001 .011 .040 .796 .016 .009 .205 .088 .099 .701 .430

N

Pearson

Correlation

21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

.547' .313 .431 .600" .335 .615" .347 .459' .475' .347 .433' .360 .330 .623" .604" .306 .599" .910" .755" .224 .241

Sig. (2-tailed) .010 .167 .051 .004 .138 .003 .124 .037 .030 .123 .050 .109 .144 .003 .004 .177 .004 .000 .000 .329 .292

N

Pearson

Correlation

21· 2121212121 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

.626" .335 .562" .563" .437' .774" .388 .439' .646" .521' .539' .347 .333 .787" .765" .371 .549" .803" .872" .322 .417 .793
"

Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .138 .008 .008 .048 .000 .082 .047 .002 .015 .012 .124 .140 .000 .000 .098 .010 .000 .000 .154 .060 .000

N

Pearson

Correlation

21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

.638" .335 .446' .444' .583" .795" .477' .486' .763" .503' .566" .302 .225 .817" .732" .469' .478' .773" .836" .281 .421 .746 .91
" 7"



Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .138 .043 .044 .006 .000 .029 .026 .000 .020 .008 .184 .326 .O()O ."~'- .- ........ -~, ....,""-" .•..

0

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

x24 Pearson .419 .116 -.029 .267 .684"" .420 .522" .544" .590'" .619" .532" .317 -.064 .692" .634" .361 .318 .455" .209 .164 .762 .274 .34 .49

Correlation ..
5 3'

Sig. (2-tailed) .058 .618 .902 .242 .001 .058 .015 .011 .005 .003 .013 .161 .783 .001 .002 .108 .l60 .038 .363 .477 .000 .230 .12 .02

5 3

N 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

o

\0
\0



Themulticollinearity of most independent variables of the study (access factors) was very

low.It ranged from -0.152 to +0.917. However, the independent variables telecounseling

(X3), participation in night programmes (X4) University size (XI7) and extracurricular activities

(X23) were excluded from the study because they were highly correlated. The correlation

betweenenrolment and each of the access factors, while holding other factors constant, was

positive.This implies that an increase in each of the 24 access factors led to an increase in

theincidence of enrolment. However, the strengths of the correlations differed. The

correlationbetween the access factors - strict graduation schedule (x.) and enrolment was +

0.468and was significant at the 0.05 level of significance in a two tailed testing. The

correlationbetween the access factor, internet services (X2) and enrolment was +0.198, the

correlationbetween the access factor, telecounselling (X3) and enrolment was + 0.477 and

wassignificant at the 0.05 level of significance in a tailed testing. The correlation between

theaccess factors, participation in college night programmes (X4) and enrolment was + 0.746

andwas significance at the 0.01 level of significance in a two tailed testing. The correlation

betweenthe access factors campus outreach programmes (X5) and enrollment was + 0.524

andwas significance at the 0.05 level of significance in a two tailed testing.

Thecorrelation between the access factors, publication in view books/search files (X6) and

enrolmentwas +0.679 and was significant at the 0.01 level of significance in a two tailed

testing. The correlation between the access factor, high school visits by University

representative (X7) and enrolment was +0.647 and was significant at the 0.01 level of

significance in a two tailed testing. The correlation between the access factors and

Universitylocation/campus setting (Xg) and enrolment was +0.467 and was significant at the
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0.05levelof significance in a two ailed testing. The correlation between the access factor,

campusfield trips by high school students (X9) and enrolment was +0.655 and was significant

atthe0.01 level in a two tailed testing. The correlation between the access factor, television

advertisements(XIO) and enrolment was +0.842 and was significant at the 0.01 level of

significancein a two tailed testing.

Thecorrelation between the access factor, Colourful graduation ceremomes (XII) and

enrolmentwas +0.790 and was significant it to the 0.01 level in a two tailed testing. The

correlationbetween the access factor, Pre-University programmes (X12) and enrolment was

+0.436 and was significant at the 0.05 level of significance in a two tailed testing. The

correlationbetween the access factor, friends/peers/s school mates (XI3) and enrollment was

+0.475 a significant at the 0.05 level in a two tailed testing. The correlation between the

accessfactor and direct mail (XI4) and enrolment was 0.45. The correlation between the

accessfactor, financial aid (XIS) and enrolment was +0.614 significant at the 0.01 level in a

twotailed testing. The correlation between the access factors, radio broadcast (XI6) and

enrolmentwas +0.754 significant at the 0.01 level in a two tailed testing. The correlation

betweenthe access factor, University size (X17) and enrolment was +0.361. The correlation

betweenthe access factors, academic reputation (XI8) and enrolment was +0.502 significant

atthe0.05 level in a two tailed testing. The correction between the access factor, University

academicresources i.e. human and library (XI9) and enrolment was +0.749 significant at the

0.Qllevel in a two tailed testing. The correlation between the access factors, safety and

security(X20) and enrolment was +0.447 significant at the 0.05 level in a two tailed testing.

Thecorrelations between the access factors, participation in college day programmes (X21)
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andenrollmentwas 0.547 significant at the 0.05 level a two tailed testing. The correlation

betweenthe access factor, Newspaper advertisements (X22) and enrollment was 0.626

~gnificantat 0.01 level in a two tailed testing. The correlation between the access factor,

extra-curricularactivities (X23) and enrolment was 0.638 significant at 0.01 level in a two

The correlation between the access factor, religious affiliation (X24) and

enrolmentwas 0.419.

Thedatareveal that the correlation was above +0.500 between enrollment and the following

accessfactors: Newspaper advertisements, radio broadcasts, television advertisements, high

schoolvisits by University representatives, campus outreach programmes, financial aid and

Universityacademic resources. These access factors were also statistically significant. It was

deducedfrom these data that print and mass media access factors were very critical in access

toPrivateUniversities. Private Universities should encourage more officers to visit schools

andemphasis several outreach programmes especially in the rural areas where a bulky of

studentscome from in order to increase number of prospective students.

4.4.2Step-wise Linear Multiple Regression

Step-wisemultiple regression analysis was then done to determine the multiple Rand R2 and

thecontribution of each acess factor to enrolment as shown in Table 4.10.
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StepwiseMultiple Regression Analysis of Access Factors on Enrollment (n= 19)

Multiple R

R- square (R2)

Error of the estimates

Analysisof variance

Sum of square

0.962

0.925

0.000

Regression

Residual

Total

57479.810

0.00

57479.810

df

20

o
20

mean of square f. sign

2873.990

Coefficients

Unstandardized coefficient & standardized coefficient

B Std. Error Beta t Sign.

Constant -47.716 .000

XI 12.023 .000 .231

X2 8.418 .000 .164

X5 -1.384 .000 -.576

X6 -.3955 .000 -.095

X7 14.335 .000 .231

X8 34.976 .000 .732

X9 -15.242 .000 .254
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8.209 .000 .142

14.527 .000 .270

7.262 .000 .190

-2.807 .000 -.036

-38.007 .000 -.479

XIS 1.286 .000 .037

XI6 14.039 .000 .255

XIS -13.397 .000 .292

XI9 11.660 .000 .221

X20 -1.841 .000 -.053

X21 -4.946 .000 -.074

X22 38.252 .000 .689

X24 4.199 .000 .211

Therewas a strong positive multiple correlation (R) between the entire set of access factors

andenrolment of 0.962. This implies that the co-efficient of multiple determination (R2) was

0.925. Therefore the access factors in the study accounted for 92.5% of the variability in

enrollmentamong the students in Private Universities, 2007/2008 academic year cohort. The

unexplainedvariation 7.50% could be due to other access factors not included in the analysis

andlor errors incurred in data collection.

Beta column indicated the values of the unstandardized regression co-efficients. Beta

represented the effect that a standard deviation difference in the access factors had on
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enrollmentin standardized (the standardized scores of enrollment) scores. From the step-

wiseregressionanalysis results, the study's multiple regression equation becomes:

E = - 47.716 + 12.023x\ + 8.418x2 - 1.384xs - 3.955Xt; + 14.335x7 + 34.976xg - 15.242x9

+8.209xlO + 14.527x\\ + 7.262x12 - 2.807x13 - 38.007x14 + 1.286xls + 14.039x16 - 13.397xI8

+ 11.660Xl9- 1.841x2o - 4.946x21 + 38.252x22 + 4.199x24.

Thebeta for the access factor strict graduation schedule (XI) was 12.023. This means that

onepercent increase in maintenance of a strict graduation schedule led to 12.023% increase

inenrollment in Private Universities. One percent increase in internet services (X2) led

8.418%increase in enrollment, one percent increase in campus outreach programmes (x-) led

to1.384%decrease in enrollment, one percent increase in publication in view books/search

files(X6) led to a 0.3955% decrease in enrollment. One percent increase in high school visits

by University representatives (X7) led to 14.335% increase in enrollment. One percent

increasein University location/campus setting at appropriate place (X8) led to 34.976%

increasein enrollment, one percent increase in campus field trips by high school students to

PrivateUniversities (X9) led to 15.242% decrease in enrollment.

One percentage increase in television advertisements (XIO) led to 8.209% increase in

enrollment. One percentage increase in attendance of Colourful graduation ceremonies (XII)

ledto an increase of 14.527% in enrollment, one percentage increase in Pre-University

programmesled to 7.262% increase in enrolment. One percentage increase in influence of

friends/peers/school mates (XI3) led to 2.807% decrease in enrollment. One percentage

increasein direct mail (XI4) led to 38.007% decrease in enrollment, one percentage increase
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infinancialaid (XIS) led to 1.286% increase in enrollment, one percentage increase in radio

broadcast(XI6) led to 14.039% increase in enrollment. One percentage increase in academic

reputationof a University (XIS) led to a 13.397% decrease in enrollment. One percentage

increasein University academic resources (XI9) led to 11.660% increase in enrollment. One

percentageincrease in safety and security led to 1.841% decrease on enrollment, one

percentageincrease III students participating in day programme (X21) led to a 4.946%

decreasein enrollment. One percentage increase in Newspaper advertisement (X22) led to

38.252%increase in enrollment. One percentage increase in maintenance of religion

affiliation(X24) to 4.199% increases in enrollment.

It would be noted from the data that the access factors with highest contribution to

enrollmentin the order of importance were: Newspaper advertisements, University location!

Campussetting, Colourful graduation ceremonies, High school visits by Universities'

representatives, Radio broadcasts, Strict graduation schedules, University academic

resources, Internet services, Television advertisements, Pre-University programmes

maintenanceof a religious affiliation and financial aid! student support programmes offered

by Universities.

The following access factors had negative connotations with enrollment: Direct mail,

publicationin college view books/ search files, campus outreach programmes, campus field

tripsby high school students, influence of peers/ friends/ schoolmates, academic reputation,

participationin college day programmes. Direct mail and publication in college view books/

search files could not be having details about other aspects of the Universities that
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JIOSpectivestudents need. Universities could be omitting market appeals in these vital

documents.This needs to be re-examined to contain all the institutional features like details

onthephysical facilities, quality of courses offered, the nature of the teaching force, the

qualityof the management, safety and security status of the Universities just to mention a

ThroughCampus outreach programmes, Universities end products- the Students come into

thepicture.Some University students display hooliganism tendencies -behave to their worst

whenaway from the campus setting. This does not auger well with the local community

wherethe students are rendering their support and more often than not it works against

boostingenrollments. Most Private Universities were founded recently and have not yet

gainedinternational recognition necessary to make them be rated academically. They have

notyethad a reputation which can guarantee significant enrollments. Since they are not rated

internationally,it means academic reputation has a negative connotation with enrollment.

4.5Perception of Stakeholders on Quality of Education Provided in Private Universities

Tbefifth question responded to was: What is the Perception of the Stakeholders on

qualityof education provided in universities?

Thestudy required stakeholders to score on attitude scale their perceptions on quality of

physicalfacilities, quality of teaching and learning materials, quality of students and
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students'evaluation and quality of administrative services in the Universities. Their

responseswere recorded in Tables 4.11- 4.15.

Perceptionsof Academic Registrars, Lecturers and Students on quality of Physical

facilitiesin Universities

Aspectsof of quality Individual Mean Score Overall mean score

AR L ST

3.2 1.5 2.2 2.23

Playground 1.9 1.6 1.2 1.57

Hostels 2.7 1.5 2.4 2.20

Lecturehalls 4.3 3.6 4.3 4.07

Healthfacilities 2.8 2.1 1.9 2.27

Laboratories 2.5 2.9 3.4 2.93

Administration block 2.9 2.6 1.4 2.30

Classificationof perception based on Individual and overall mean scores

4.1-5.0= Very high quality

3.1- 4.0 = High quality

2.1- 3.0 = Low quality

1.0-2.0 = Very low quality
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Theacademic registrars scored 3.2 points on the likert scale implying that the quality of the

librarieswere high, the lecturers scored 1.5 points on the likert scale showing that the

qualityof the libraries were very low, the students on the other hand scored 2.2 points on the

likertscale indicating that the quality of the libraries were low. Overally the stakeholders

scored2.23 points on the likert scale hence they were of the view that the quality of the

librarieswere low.The academic registrars indicated that the quality of the libraries were

high perhaps as a way of marketing the universities. The data revealed that they had a

positiveattitude towards the presence of physical facilities in the Universities. This meant

thatmost Private Universities in the study had all the required physical facilities for quality

education. This fact was also aired by a dean of students who contended thus:

Enrollments are increasing gradually. In fact this year we have 40% increase in
enrolment but our library can accommodate the number. We are thinking of having
another library and computer service complex and more hostels However, only
during the holidays we have a big enrollment but it is not unmanageable. We only
offer marketable courses in Health sciences, computing engineering and information
technology, business and education. The curriculum is haphazard chaotic,
however, we have been generating some good, tangible, ideas for improvement.
Those ideas included developing a comprehensive statementof learning goals for each
course Iprogramme, informed by interviews with alumni and employers as well as
consultation between students and faculty members. Also faculty members now meet
regularly to discuss what works and what doesn't work and to build enthusiasm
for experimenting with new teaching methods.

On the same concern, one of the student leaders noted:

The library is quite small .... only a classroom which has got a few books. It is not
enough to accommodate students in an academic year. Some books are neither
available in the library nor in the bookshops. The libraries are poorly stocked with
dormant acquisition sections, the books are generally old and studying space is too
small compared to the size of the population of students, in fact our high school
library was better Halls are generally crowded especially times of common
courses and sometimes when attending a course two or three group.
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Anumberof interlinked issues emerge from the stakeholders' data on quality of libraries in

someUniversities, yet other Universities had well stocked libraries. It is worth noting from

theperceptionsof the stakeholders in the interview transcripts that the quality of physical

facilitieswas in jeopardy. Most universities were lacking seats, tables, print and electronic

mediamaterials which are very useful for proper and effective learning. These perceptions

werealso confirmed by the researcher through the observation of the physical state of

Universitiesduring field work that Some Universities had no modern libraries for quality

Aboutthe quality of playgrounds, all the stakeholders scored between 1.0 and 2.0 on the

likertscale an indication that the quality of playgrounds was very low. Overally the

stakeholdersscored 1.57 points on the likert scale and were of the view that the quality of the

playgroundswas very low. Most universities were lacking football fields, netball pitches,

basketballpitches, and indoor grounds for games. This revealation was true since most

universitieshad been founded recently and some were still located on rented premises where

spacefor playgrounds was an issue.

On the concern about quality of hostels and official accommodation for students, the

academicregistrars scored 2.7 points on the likert scale implying that the quality of the

hostelswere low, the lecturers scored 1.5 points on the likert scale showing that the quality of

thehostels were very low, the students on the other hand scored 2.4 points on the likert scale

indicatingthat the quality of the hostels were low. Overally the stakeholders scored 2.20

pointson the likert scale and were of the view that the quality of the hostels were low
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implyingthat the facilities were either available for some universities and most universities

werelackingthese essential facilities as many students were dayscholars.

Ontheissue about lecture halls, the academic registrars scored 4.5 points on the likert scale

implyingthat the quality of the lecture halls were very high, the lecturers scored 3.6 points on

thelikertscale showing that the quality of the lecture halls were very low, the students on the

otherhand scored 4.3 points on the likert scale indicating that the quality of the lecture halls

werevery high. Overally the stakeholders scored 4.07 points on the likert scale and were of

theview that the quality of the lecture halls was very high. The main purpose of any

universityis to offer academic programmes and to ensure that quality programmes are

offered.

Onthe concern about quality of health facilities, the academic registrars scored 2.8 points on

thelikert scale implying that the quality of health facilities were low, the lecturers scored 2.1

pointson the likert scale showing that the quality of the health facilities were low, the

studentson the other hand scored 1.9 points on the likert scale indicating that the quality of

healthfacilities were low. Overally the stakeholders scored 2.27 points on the likert scale

andwere of the view that the quality of health facilities were low implying that the facilities

wereeither available for some universities and most universities were lacking them. One of

thestudent leaders during an interview noted thus:

Health services in this University raises, serious concerns. There are always long
queues in the health facility. The health facility has a specific type of drug given to
all the patients who check there. However, a student from another University had this
to say: We have the best health facility with medicine. Doctors are always available
to attend to any emergent cases. Most doctors are not Kenyans.
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Ontheconcern about quality of laboratories, the academic registrars scored 2.5 points on the

Iikertscale implying that the quality of the laboratories were low, the lecturers scored 2.9

pointson the likert scale showing that the quality of the laboratories were low, the students

ontheother hand scored 3.4 points on the likert scale indicating that the quality of the

laboratorieswere high. Overally the stakeholders scored 2.29 points on the likert scale and

wereof the view that the quality of the laboratories was low implying that the facilities were

lackinggenerally.

Onthe concern about quality of administration blocks, the academic registrars scored 2.9

pointson the likert scale implying that the quality of the administration blocks were low, the

lecturersscored 2.6 points on the likert scale showing that the quality of the administration

blockswere low, the students on the other hand scored 1.4 points on the likert scale

indicatingthat the quality of the administration blocks were very low. Overally the

stakeholdersscored 2.30 points on the likert scale and were of the view that the quality of the

administrationblocks was low implying that the facilities were available for some

universitiesand some would have been using modified rooms to do administrative services.

Thefindings revealed that the stakeholders were of the view that the quality of physical

facilitiesin the Universities was low, therefore, wanting. From this, it was apparent that the

Universitieswere not having the necessary physical facilities for quality education in

Universitiesnamely libraries, play grounds, hostels, lecture halls/rooms, health facilities,

laboratoriesjust but to mention a few. These views were also aired by Akinwumi (2008) who

contendsthat the arithmetic increase in enrolment of students without a corresponding
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increasein the resources and facilities poses a greater threat to the quality of education in

highereducation institutions of learning.

Ogot(2002)argues that the quality of higher education could be questionable at present. He

arguesthat there are inadequate facilities as well as personnel compared to the influx of

students.Besides, Ngolovoi (2006) argues that increased workload and lack of competence

by somelecturers could be affecting deliverance of quality education to students in higher

educationin Kenya. Odebero (2010) holds that University facilities have failed to match the

rateof increase in enrollment. The most strained facilities are classrooms and office space.

Onthe other hand Universities have had to sell themselves as high quality institutions in

orderto attract students as opposed to Public Universities, which are assured a good intake of

studentsin every academic year. There is stiff competition among Private Universities for

students-a competition that can only be won on quality grounds. The institutions have a

responsibilityto meet the expectations of their clients, who pay a lot of money in fees. Thus

theonlyreason they can justify high fees is by offering quality education (Kalai, 2010).

Accordingto Okwakol (2008), most African Universities do not have adequate Physical

facilitiessuch as lecture rooms, office, and library and laboratory spaces to provide a suitable

learningand teaching environment. The researcher noted that 55% of laboratory equipment

inmost departments in universities were not in a state in which they could be used to carry

outexperiments. The net effect of this scenario was that only about half of the experiments

weredone. Besides, the researcher noted that a computer is increasingly becoming the major

notebook,textbook, dictionary and storage facility for information for students in quality
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institutionsof higher learning. Moreover, the researcher noted that universities that fail to

utilizethe benefits of the digital age-computer assisted learning, web connectivity and

networkedlearning cannot offer quality education. Library facilities and information systems

inalmostall universities are antiquated.

Table4.12

Perceptionsof Academic Registrars, Lecturers and Students on quality of teaching and

learningmaterials in Universities

Aspectsof of quality Individual Mean Score Overall mean score

AR L ST

Learningmaterials 2.2 3.4 4.2 3.27

Teachingmethods 3.2 3.5 2.8 3.17

Supplyof equipment 1.9 1.6 1.5 1.67

Lecturersi.e PhD and Masters 3.8 4.8 4.2 4.27

Consultationwith students 1.8 2.1 1.4 1.77

Departmentstechnology compliant 2.8 1.6 1.9 2.10

Classification of perception based on Individual and overall mean scores

4.1 -5.0 = Very high quality

3.1 - 4.0 = High quality

2.1 - 3.0 = Low quality

1.0 - 2.0 = Very low quality
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Ontheconcern about quality of learning materials, the academic registrars scored 2.2 points

on thelikert scale implying that the quality of the learning materials were low, the lecturers

scored3.4 points on the likert scale showing that the quality of the learning materials were

high,the students on the other hand scored 4.2 points on the likert scale indicating that the

qualityof the learning materials were high. Overally the stakeholders were of the view that

thequalityof the learning materials was high.

On the concern about quality of teaching, the academic registrars scored 3.2 points on the

Iikertscale implying that the quality of teaching was high, the lecturers scored 3.5 points on

thelikertscale showing that the quality of teaching was high, the students on the other hand

scored2.8 points on the likert scale indicating that the quality of teaching was low.Overally

thestakeholders scored 3.17 points on the likert scale and were ofthe view that the quality of

teachingwas high. The students' perception about quality of teaching was low since most

literaturetaught at the university level is both theoretical and empirical in nature. Lectures

counseling,seminars,communication by telephone, self-help groups, supervised professional

activities,attendance of residential sessions, attachment for short periods to schools, colleges,

communitycentres, internships and direct travel. The lecturers viewed the quality of teaching

asbeing high because they were pivotal in the teaching and no wonder they could not have

ratedthemselves negatively. This further indicates that they used creative teaching methods

likepower point presentation.
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Thequalityof equipment, tools and materials for teaching different disciplines in universities

areverycritical for quality education provision. Audio, audio-visual and other non-print

including slides, film loops, film, audio-tapes, and audio-tapes

synchronizedwith filmstrips and video-tapes. About quality of equipment, tools and

materialsfor teaching, the academic registrars scored 1.9 points on the likert scale implying

thatthe quality of equipment, tools and materials for teaching was very low, the lecturers

scored1.6points on the likert scale showing that the quality of these materials was very low,

thestudentson the other hand scored 1.5 points on the likert scale indicating that the quality

ofequipment,tools and other teaching materials was very low too. Overally the stakeholders

scored1.67 points on the likert scale and were of the view that the quality of equipment,

toolsand teaching materials was very low.

Onthe issue about quality of teaching force, the academic registrars scored 3.8 points on the

likertscale implying that the quality of teaching force was high, the lecturers scored 4.8

pointson the likert scale showing that the quality of teaching force was very high, the

studentson the other hand scored 4.2 points on the likert scale indicating that the quality of

teachingforce was very high. Overally the stakeholders scored 4.27 points on the likert scale

andwere of the view that the quality of teaching force was very high.Teacher resource is a

verycritical factor for quality education (Republic of Kenya, 2005b). Effective teachers are a

keyto the improvement of the quality of education in both the more and the less developed

countries(UNESCO, 2005b). The Public Universities Inspection Board (Republic of Kenya,

2006) noted that quality and quantity of teaching and learning materials particularly

information technologies impact in a very significant way on the quality of teaching and
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research.The Board further noted that accelerated growth in student numbers in universities

had notbeen matched by expansion of physical facilities and academic infrastructure and

thatsome of the existing infrastructure was inadequate, dilapilated and in bad state of

despair.Overally both the lecturers and students contended that the quality of the teaching

forcewas not suspect. The data revealed that stakeholders had a positive attitude about the

qualityof the teaching force. They felt that most lecturers were highly qualified and

experienced,that most lecturers have written books, presented papers in seminars,

conferencesand workshops, lecturers just but to mention a few.

Thelecturers were requested to give their academic qualifications. Table 4.13 reveals their

responses.

Table4.13

AcademicQualifications of Lecturers in Private Universities (n = 124)

Academicqualifications Frequency

PhD

MSClMAlMPHllMED

BSCIBAlBTIBED

HigherDiploma

40

62

13

9

32.26

50.00

10.48

7.26

Thedata was shown in a form of Pie chart for easier interpretation as shown in Figure 1.
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Higher %
diploma(HD)

7%
BSC/BA/BT /BED

11%

Figure 1: Pie chart showing academic qualifications of lecturers

Itcanbe seen that majority of the teaching staff in Private Universities were masters holders

as evidenced by 50% of the respondents ,followed by PhD holders as indicated by 32% of

the respondents. The lecturers who had only a degree and higher diplomas were few

evidencedby 11% and 7% of the respondents respectively. This means that a bulk of the

teachingforce in the Private Universities (68%) had less than a PhD. The minimum academic

qualificationfor any teaching personnel of any University should be a PhD. In as much as no

countrycan be greater than her level of quality of teachers, it is evident therefore that the

quality of education is bound to suffer a great set- back due to the lecturers inability to

deliverto the good substance.

This was confirmed by Gogo (2010) who holds that it is common knowledge that many

lecturers move from one University to another and their work load cannot be established.

Thishas led to poor quality of teaching and teaching for examinations. Indeed, students are

able to predict examinations yet they have not learnt a thing. Similar sentiments were aired
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byOketch(2009) who says that some lecturers teach even masters students and do not have

clearqualifications to do so especially in technical courses where experience really matters

orwherethey do not have masters' degree.

Whatis critical but invariably ignored is staff retention. New established Universities often

find it easier to attract new staff but sooner, they are faced with a daunting task of how to

retainthe same staff. Unless Private Universities have permanent teaching staff then issues

abouttheir quality work in these Universities will remain an illusion. In case part- time

lecturersleave for permanent employment elsewhere, then Universities in desperation resort

tohiringunqualified staff for survival. This has often been justified on the basis of economic

efficiency-you spend less and generate as much as possible (Odebero, 2010).

Onthe concern about lecturers quality of consultation with students ,the academic registrars

scored1.8 points on the likert scale implying that the quality of consultation was very low,

thelecturers scored 2.1 points on the likert scale showing that the quality of consultation was

low,the students on the other hand scored 1.4 points on the likert scale indicating that the

qualityof consultation was very low.Overally the stakeholders scored 1.77 points on the

likertscale and were of the view that the quality of consultation was very low. This implies

thatthe lecturers were perhaps available during the mounting of lectures only. Going by the

factthat most lecturers had permanent and pensionable terms of employment elsewhere, then

itfollows that they were rarely available for the said consultation with students. Asked about

thequality ofthe teaching force in the University, one student informant remarked:
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I regret why I ever joined this university, there is shortage of lecturers in my first
programme, Bachelor of commerce, which made me to register for a different
programme, Education Arts. A brother, who sponsors me almost, shed tears after
learning that we completed a semester without being taught statistics. This was
carried to a subsequent semester. The lecturer who was teaching the previous class left
for another university... ... We are told they are not paid promptly for work done.
Youknow most of them are part-time lecturers.

Technologiessuch as the gramorphone, the projectors, and the camera are used in a limited

ronn.One, because other technologies such as audio-tapes, video and video player are in

muchuse.No technology is phased out. It remains in use with continuous modification in its

ronnand application. On the issue of quality of technology, the academic registrars scored

2.8points on the likert scale implying that the quality of technology was very low, the

lecturersscored 1.6 points on the likert scale showing that the quality of technology was very

low,the students on the other hand scored 1.9 points on the likert scale indicating that the

qualityof technology was very low. Overally the stakeholders scored 2.10 points on the likert

scaleandwere of the view that the quality of technology in the Private Universities was low.

Overallythe stakeholders were of the view that the quality of technology was low implying

thatthefacilities were available for some universities.
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Perceptionsof Academic Registrars, Lecturers and Students on quality of students and

students'evaluation in Universities

Aspectsof of quality Individual Mean Score Overall mean score

AR L ST

AcademicProgrammes 3.8 3.2 4.5 3.83

Qualifications 4.3 4.0 4.4 4.23

Examinations 4.2 3.7 4.5 4.13

Rigorousevaluations 4.8 3.9 3.6 4.10

Classificationof perception based on Individual and overall mean scores

4.1-5.0= Very high quality

3.1-4.0 = High quality

2.1-3.0 = Low quality

1.0-2.0 = Very low quality

Onthe concern about the quality of academic programmes ,the academic registrars scored

3.8points on the likert scale implying that the quality of academic programmes was high,

the lecturers scored 3.2 points on the likert scale showing that the quality of academic

programmes was high, the students on the other hand scored 4.5 points on the likert scale

indicatingthat the quality of academic programmes was very high .Overally the stakeholders
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scored3.83 points on the likert scale and were of the view that the quality of academic

programmeswas high.

Onthe issue of quality of qualifications of students into vanous programmes of the

universities,the academic registrars scored 4.3 points on the likert scale implying that the

qualityof academic qualifications was very high, the lecturers scored 4.0 points on the likert

scaleshowing that the quality of academic qualifications of the students was very high, the

studentson the other hand scored 4.4 points on the likert scale indicating that the quality of

theiracademic qualifications was very high. Overally the stakeholders scored 4.23 points on

thelikert scale and were of the view that the quality of academic qualifications was very

high.Thismeans that the students met the universities' admission requirements.

Onthe concern about quality of examinations done by the students, the academic registrars

scored4.2 points on the likert scale implying that the quality of examinations was very high,

thelecturers scored 3.7 points on the likert scale showing that the quality of examinations

washigh, the students on the other hand scored 4.5 points on the likert scale indicating that

thequality of examinations was very high. Overally the stakeholders scored 4.13 points on

the likert scale and were of the view that the quality of examinations was very low.The

overtoneof these revelations is that the examinations are proof read well in time, lecturers

supervise the examinations and that scripts and question papers are examined externally to

ensuretheir validity and reliability.
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On the concern about quality of evaluations of the students, the academic registrars scored

4.2points on the likert scale implying that the quality of evaluations was very high, the

lecturersscored 3.9 points on the likert scale showing that the quality of examinations was

high,the students on the other hand scored 3.6 points on the likert scale indicating that the

qualityof evaluations was high. Overally the stakeholders scored 4.10 points on the likert

scaleand were of the view that the quality of evaluations was very high. The implications of

theserevelations is that students underwent rigorous testing procedures by way of doing

research reports, projects, term papers, attachments, internship work, continuous

assessementtests and assignments regularly as an integral component in partial fulfillment

oftherequirements for various programmes.

Thedata revealed that the stakeholders scored were of the view that quality of students and

studentsevaluations were of very high quality. The study showed that students were admitted

forcourses that were accredited by CHE, most students had good entry behaviours in the

variousacademic programmes they were undertaking. Most students are academically able

andare well-read not only to pass examinations but also to apply knowledge and skills

acquired.

The study seemed to contradict the findings of Gogo (2010) who contends that Kenyan

PrivateUniversities were admitting students into courses that have not been accredited by

CHE and are, therefore, not recognized as offering proper qualifications to the various

disciplines. This, the researcher said, was extorting parents/guardians loss of money in

pursuit of certificates that have no value in the labour market. In support of this view, the
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Federationof Kenya Employers (FKE) has noted that graduates from Private universities

cannotexpress themselves and that there are many graduates than the market requires. The

KenyaInstitute of Education Review criticized the system of education for concentrating on

impartingtheoretical skills at the expense of practical skills which is key to building a vibrant

economy.Awiti (2010) noted that education does not nurture problem solving and analytical

skillsrequired for innovation. This situation is worse in Private Universities that seek to

balanceenrollment with quality of education. Gogo (2010) further says that high enrollment

ofstudentshas also led to the infiltration of examination papers around the universities with

somethesis, term papers and projects done at a fee. A lot of work is equally downloaded

fromthe internet and due to lack of time to vet these effectively, students end up passing

coursesthey never did or have any knowledge at all. This has forced some employers to

demandfor high school certificate in addition to the degree certificate.
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Perceptions of Academic Registrars, Lecturers and Students on quality of

administrativeservices in Universities

Aspectsof of quality Individual Mean Score Overall mean score

AR L ST

Meritocracyin administration 3.9 2.1 1.8 2.26

Academiccredentials 3.2 1.6 1.7 2.17

Pragmaticadministration 3.5 1.5 1.8 2.27

Safetyand security 3.8 1.7 1.6 2.36

Classificationbased on Individual and overall mean scores

4.1-5.0= Very high quality

3.1- 4.0 = High quality

2.1-3.0 = Low quality

1.0-2.0 = Very low quality

Onthe concern about the quality of meritocracy in administration,that is whether the private

universityadministrators held positions on merit and whether they had what it takes to hold

offices,the academic registrars scored 3.9 points on the likert scale implying that the quality

of meritocracy in administration was high, the lecturers scored 2.1 points on the likert scale

showingthat the quality of meritocracy in administration was low, the students on the other
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bandscored 1.8 points on the likert scale indicating that the quality of academic programmes

was very low .Overally the stakeholders scored 2.26 points on the likert scale and were of

theviewthat the quality of meritocracy in administration was low.

Onthe issue about the quality of academic credentials the administrators held, the academic

registrarsscored 3.2 points on the likert scale implying that the quality was high, the

lecturersscored 1.6 points on the likert scale showing that the quality was very low, the

studentson the other hand scored 1.7 points on the likert scale indicating that the quality was

verylow .Overally the stakeholders scored 2.17 points on the likert scale and were of the

viewthat the quality of academic credentials was low. The implication of this is that

Universityadministrators do not hold positions on merit and that the management is not

highlyeducated.

Onthe concern about the quality of pragmatic administration, that is planning, organizing,

staffing,directing, coordinating, reporting and budgeting, the academic registrars scored 3.5

pointson the likert scale implying that the quality was high, the lecturers scored 1.5 points on

the likert scale showing that the quality of was very low, the students on the other hand

scored1.8 points on the likert scale indicating that the quality was very low. This implies that

complaints raised by the students are not sorted out properly with some professionalism.

Overallythe stakeholders scored 2.27 points on the likert scale and were of the view that the

qualityof pragmatic admistration was low.
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theissue about the quality of safety and security provided by the administrators in the

'versities,the academic registrars scored 3.8 points on the likert scale implying that the

ityof safety and security was high, the lecturers scored 1.7 points on the likert scale

lowingthat the quality was very low, the students on the other hand scored 1.6 points on the

Iikert scale indicating that the quality was very low .Overally the stakeholders scored 2.36

pointson the likert scale and were of the view that the quality of safety and security

providedby the administrators was low. Overally, the stakeholders were of the view that the

qualityof administrative services of the Universities was low.

Accordingto Okumbe (1998), in order to perform its role effectively and efficiently, an

educationalsystem must have a foresighted educational leadership which is based on sound

managementprinciples and techniques. The functions of educational management include

procuringthe resources necessary for achievement of the objectives i.e. source of funds,

appropriatecurriculum and congenial human resource and to influence and stimulate the

humanresource available, have an enabling environment and release maximum potentials

fromboth staff and students, strive to have both the lecturers, administrators, support

personnel and their staff with highest levels of professional development. Overally the

stakeholders were of the view that the quality of administrative services in the universities

waslow.
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4.6 Completion Rates in Private Universities

The academic registrars were requested to provide enrolments and the number of

repeaters/deferments and drop-outs in various academic years of the 2007/2008 academic

year cohort (Appendix I) and a summary of these were as shown in Figure 2 and Table 4.16
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(J
25loc • deferments/repetitionQIc.

= 20 • dropping out..•
QI 15-e= 10.•....=~ 5c:
~ 0

2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011

Academic years
Figure 2: Comparative bar graphs showing deferments/repetition and dropouts in

Universities

The repetition rate was highest during the first year of study and subsequently decreased as

students moved towards completion of their studies as evidenced by

46.27%,29.85%,13.43%,10.44% repetition rates. However the dropping out rate increased as

years moved by. Deferments/ repetitions reduced as Students fitted into the University

environment. The trend also reduced as students developed study habits and skills and

became mature to shoulder their personal academic problems that were a source of

educational wastage. The negligible dropping out rate increased as students moved from year

one to year four as evidenced by 12.82%,20.51 %,30.77% 35.90% dropping out rates.
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Table4.16

Enrolmentper year for the 2007/2008 academic year Cohort (n=19)

Academicyear 1 2 3 4

2007/2008 3002 2315 2146 2396

2008/2009 3301 3034 3219 2113

2009/2010 3178 3188 3202 2421

2010/2011 3236 2487 3326 3141

Thedata in Figure 2 and Table 4.16 were used to calculate the Repeaters, Drop-outs,

SurvivalRates and Weighted Rates of Private Universities. The critical enrolments of the

studywere: 3002, 3034, 3202, and 3141 during the first, second, third and fourth years

respectively.The formulae given Appendix M were adopted in calculating these rates while

theresults of the calculations obtained were presented in Table 4.17. The rates obtained after

thecalculation were multiplied by 1000 so as to make their interpretational easier.
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eigbted Average Repeater Rate, Weighted Average Drop-out Rate and Weighed

verage Wastage Rate for the 2007/2008 academic year cohort.

WARR.1000 WADR WADRX 1000 WAWR WAWRXIOOO

0.015 X 1000

15(1.50%)

0.017 0.017 X 1000

17(1.70%)

0.032 0.032

32(3.20%)

WARR is Weighted Average Repeater Rate

WADR is Weighted Average Drop-Out Rate

WAWR is Weighted Average Wastage Rate

Table4.17 shows that 15 out of 1000 students(1.50%) repeated a grade 1 deferred studies

beforethe completion of the University cycle for the period between the academic years

2007/2008and 201012011. It is also clear from the table that 17 out of 1000 students (1.70%)

droppedout of the Universities between the same periods. 32 out of 1000 students (3.20%)

repeated/deferred studies or dropped out of the Universities during the same period. This

impliesthat the Educational Wastage for the period was 3.20% and the Completion rate for

the2007/2008 academic year cohort was 96.8%.
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Thestudents were asked to indicate whether one could repeat/defer or drop-out of

Universities.Table 4.18 shows the details.

Table4.18

Students' Responses on whether one could RepeatlDefer Studies or Drop-out of

Universities(n= 1094)

Wastage No. of respondents % of respondents

Drop-out

Repetition!deferments

Notsure

59

38

998

5.39

3.47

91.22

Table4.18 shows the students repeat or drop-out out of the academic progammes .Five point

threenine percent (5.39%) indicated that students drop-out of Universities while a barely

threepoint four seven percent (3.47%) showed that other students repeat the curriculum/defer

theirstudies, ninty one point two two percent (9l.22%) of the students were not sure whether

studentsrepeat or drop-out of Universities. The fact that majority of the students were not

sureindicates that deferments/ repetitions were not serious issues in the Universities. Asked

to comment freely about for repetition of curriculum and dropping out of Universities the

students gave varying responses which were summarized in form of simple bar graphs to

facilitate interpretation at a glance as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Simple Bar Graphs showing reasons for Repetition/ Deferments and

Dropping out of Universities

A very small number of students repeat/defer studies or drop-out of Universities due to

varyingreasons among these the main into one tuition fee charged by the Universities as

evidencedby 21.39% of the students, indiscipline cases as shown by ten point six nine

10.69%,cheating in examinations as depicted by 6.12%, non-attendance of lectures as

indicated by 1.65%, sicknesses 0.82%, family commitments 4.20%, non-coverage of

academicworkllack of lecturers 6.86%, poor academic performance 6.49%, change of career

2.47%,transferring to another university 3.20%, differences with lecturers 4.39% and fmally
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lXjuisitionof employment 11.70%, admission into JAB programmes 1.74%. Eighteen point

twoeightpercent of the respondents gave no response indicating that repetition and dropping

outofthe Universities were not serious issues

Askedabout whether students repeat or drop-out of the Universities, one student informant

attested:"Yes, they are very strict on fees collection and one cannot do exams until one

completesthe fees for that session. Those who fail to meet this requirement drop-out in the

process."Yet, a student informant from another University remarked: "We have no repetition

......this is not a high school; the only drop-outs are those who transfer to another

University."

Theseinterview transcripts reveal that a very small number of students repeat or drop out of

theUniversities. Dropping out and deferment are considered wastage because resources

madeavailable by parents/guardians and other sponsors cannot be saved easily for future use.

Johnsand Taylor (1991) found that non-completers of degree courses earned less compared

to graduates and that there was little evidence of the gap narrowing over time. The non-

graduates also experience longer periods of unemployment. Pervin (1996) found that

withdrawn students often felt guilt and ashamed of dropping out and this could change

overtimeto depression and lack of self esteem.
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Table4.19

Lecturers Responses on whether Students RepeatedlDeferred Studies or Dropped-out

Frequency %

98 79.03

9 7.26

17 13.71

Seventynine point three percent (79.03% ) of the lecturers indicated that students repeat and

drop-outof the courses they teach, Seven point two six percent (7.26%) indicated that

studentsdo not repeat or drop-out of the courses which they teach. 13.71% of the lecturers

gaveno response to this question. This meant that repetition and dropping out of the

Universitieswere not critical concerns of the Universities as was attested by the lecturers.

Whenasked about the reasons for repeating or dropping out of the courses they teach, the

lecturersgave the details shown in Table 4.20
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Table4.20

Lecturers'Reasons on why Students could repeat/ defer studies or Drop-out of

Universities(n=98)

Responses Frequency %

Cheatingin Examinations 3 3.06

IndisciplineCases 20 20.41

PoorAcademic Performance 17 17.35

FeeProblem 58 59.18

Threepoint zero six percent (3.06%) of the lecturers showed that students repeat! Defer

studiesor drop-out due to cheating in the examinations, 20(20.41 %) showed that indiscipline

caseswere reasons for repeating or dropping out of the universities, 17 (17.35%) and

58(59.18%)indicated that poor academic performance and fee problems were reasons which

accountedfor repetition and dropping out of students from the courses they were teaching.

Theissue was also noted by a dean of students who held that: "We always offer financial

aidto some students who need it on a first apply, first get aid basis. Some students can also

raisetheir own funds during holidays in the University prencipts. We engage them in income

generatingactivities in the University especially those who come from poor socio-economic

background. This way they are able to raise funds for their studies."

In the words of Adekanmbi (2007), universities cannot afford to become beehive of

commercial activities where the search for knowledge beclouds the search and the truth. It

becomes a kind of contradiction in terms, if it were to be. It must satisfy the yearnings for its
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existence.How for example would it be different from the ordinary business organizations?

Toallowuniversities to become financial corporations is itself a dangerous enterprise. The

Universitymust be the theoretical basis for development and the guide for the praxis of such

goal.Students' attendance records can also alert faculty and student support staff to potential

problems.Students who fail to come to class may be having academic, financial, or personal

problems.By monitoring academic progress through assessments and attendance records,

facultymay be able to address problems early in the academic year.

Academicand non- academic information enable Universities to develop and maintain a

comprehensivestudent profile that can serve as both a performance indicator and as a way to

identifypotential drop-outs. This information alerts institutions about students who may have

potentialdifficulties and enables them to direct them into retention programmes before their

riskof dropping out increases. Using this profile, institutions can develop programmes tailor-

madeto meet the specific needs of students (Good and Halpin, 2002) as well as monitor and

improvethe overall effectiveness of retention programmes. To address potential problems

earlierrather than later in the academic year, this profile should be continually updated and

reviewed by first year orientation and other retention programme staff and shared with

individual students on a regular basis. The profiles allow the staff to identify areas for

improvement such as expanding the use of tutorials, mentoring programmes and social

support services. To make informed decisions, Universities need to assess the costs of

student drop-out and time to degree completion with the benefits of improved retention and

graduation rates to determine the cost effectiveness of retention strategies, assessment

procedures and interventions- including remediation and financial support.
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Accordingto Good and Halpin (2002) institutions that fail to maintain high graduation rates

notonlyjeopardize their reputations but may do along term disservice to those who drop-out.

Studentswho fail to earn a degree are more likely to face economic hardships including

longerperiods of unemployment and fewer job opportunities. When too many students are

notcompleting their degrees, the nation as a whole has a smaller pool of qualified people

ableto meet the demands of the nation.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1Introduction

Thischapter deals with four sections. Section one looks at the Summary of the research

findings,the second section deals with the Conclusions of the study, the third section

presentsthe recommendations of the study while the fourth section deals with suggestions for

S.2Summary

5.2.1 Characteristics of Students in Private Universities

i) The minimum entry qualifications for undergraduate Students in Private

Universities were a K.C.S.E with at least a C+, K.C.S.E D+ with a Pl certificate,

diploma certificate and above, K.C.S.E C- with a pre-University certificate and

K.A.C.E with atleast a principal pass.

ii) The major type of school attended by the undergraduate students enrolled in the

private universities were provincial boarding day schools which accounted for

almost half of the students enrolled in the Private Universities.

iii) Most students were enrolled in the faculties of education, business and

computing science which accounted for over 70% of the total enrollment in

Private Universities.
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The modes of studying in the Private Universities were full time, school based,

evenings and weekends.

There were more females (58.23%) enrolled in Private Universities than males

(41.77%) and more students who were not married ( 67.82%) as opposed to the

married ones (32.18%).

Most students were below 24 years of age (52.47%).

On the basis of the chi-square tests conducted to find out the association between

student characteristic variables it was revealed that; entry qualifications and mode

of study; Students' gender and academic programmes taken; age and mode of

study were related. However, entry qualifications and category of school were not

related.

5.2.2Factors influencing access to Private Universities

Thefactors that influenced access to Private Universities as given by students in the order of

importance were: Newspaper advertisements, Strict graduation schedules, University

academicresources i.e human and library, campus field trips by high school students ,high

school visits by University representatives, Colourful graduation ceremonies, television

adverts, safety and security, radio broadcast, direct mail, publication in view books/ search

files, University size, Influence of friends/peers/schoolmates, religious affiliation, good

public relations, Pre-University prograrmmes, internet services, academic reputation,

financial aid/ student support programmes, participation in college day programmes, campus

outreach programmes/community support services, extracurricular activities, University

location! campus setting, participation in college night programmes.
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accessfactors employed by Private Universities in enhancing enrollment as given by the

emicregistrars were: Newspaper advertisements, radio broadcast, high school visits by

iversity representatives, cheap cost/tuition of the programmes, Pre-University

religious affiliation, variety of programmes, television advertisements,

pogrammescompleted as scheduled ,library resources, publication in view booksl search

files,internet services, campus outreach programmeslcommunity service programmes, direct

mail,location of University, good public relations, safety and security, student support

programmes,access to accommodation, academic reputation of the University , financial

aid,andtelecounselling.

5.2.3Relationship between factors influencing access and enrollment

Therewas a strong positive multiple correlations(R) between the entire set of access factors

andenrolment of 0.962. This implies that the co-efficient of multiple determination (R2) was

0.925. Therefore the access factors in the study accounted for 92.5% of the variability in

enrollmentamong the students in Private Universities, 2007/2008 academic year cohort. The

unexplainedvariation 7.50% could be due to other access factors not included in the analysis

andlor errors incurred in data collection.

Beta column indicated the values of the unstandardized regression co-efficients. Beta

represented the effect that a standard deviation difference in the access factors had on
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aI1'Olimentin standardized (the standardized scores of enrollment) scores. From the step-

wiseregression analysis results, the study's multiple regression equation becomes:

E = - 47.716 + 12.023xl + 8.418x2 - 1.384xs- 3.955,,<; + 14.335x7 + 34.976x8 -15.242x9

+8.209xlO+ 14.527xll + 7.262x12 - 2.807x13 - 38.007x14 + 1.286xlS + 14.039x16 - 13.397x18

+11.660Xl9- 1.841x2o - 4.946x21 + 38.252x22 + 4. 199x24.

5.2.4Perceptions of Stakeholders on Quality of Education provided in Private

Universities

5.2.4.1Quality of Physical Facilities

On quality of physical facilities the academic registrars postulated that it was high. Most

lecturersand students perceived that the quality of physical facilities in the Universities was

low. The stakeholders were of the view that the quality of physical facilities for universities

namelylibraries, play grounds, hostels, lecture halls/rooms, health facilities, laboratories was

low.The general trend from the perceptions of stakeholders was that the quality of physical

facilitieswas low for provision of quality education.

5.2.4.2 Quality of Teaching and Learning materials

The Students' data revealed that the quality of teaching and learning materials in the

Universities was low. The lecturers' data revealed that the quality of teaching and learning

was high. The academic registrars' data revealed that the quality was high. The lecturers

were of the view that the quality of teaching and learning materials was high. The general
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!rendof the stakeholders' perception was that the quality of teaching and learning was low,

therefore,wanting in the provision of quality education.

5.2.4.3Quality of Students admitted and Students' evaluation

Theacademic registrars were of the view that the quality of students admitted and students'

evaluationin various academic programmes was high. The lecturers and students were of the

viewthat the quality of students admitted and students' evaluation in various academic

programmeswas high. Overally, the stakeholders were of the view that the quality of

studentsadmitted and students' evaluation in various academic programmes was high.

5.2.4.4Quality of administrative services in Private Universities

Theacademic registrars' data revealed that the quality of administrative services in the

privateuniversities was high. The lecturers' data revealed that the quality of administrative

services in the Universities was low. The students' data revealed that the quality of

administrative services was low. The general trend of Stakeholders' perceptions was that the

qualityof administrative services was low, therefore, wanting.

5.2.4 Completion Rate for the 2007/2008 cohort in Private Universities

TheCompletion rate for the 2007/2008 cohort in Private Universities was 96.80%. 1.50% of

thestudents enrolled repeated a grade 1deferred studies while L70% of the students dropped

outbefore the completion of the University cycle for the 2007/2008 academic year cohort. A
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very smallnumber of students repeated/deferred studies or dropped-out of Universities due to

varying reasons among these the main one being tuition fee charged by the Universities.

5.2.5 Implications of the expansion of Private Universities

i) The study reveals that Private Universities were specializing in education, business and

computing programmes. The implication of this is skewed growth of the economy. They

should, therefore, mount more diversified programmes for a balanced growth of the

economy.

ii) The study reveals that more females were enrolled than males. The implication of

this is gender inequity. Gender equity demands a balance between males and

females in all spheres of the the economy. For purposes of equity, Private

Universities should motivate prospective male students to enroll so as to have a

gender balance.

iii) Most students were able to attract students from neighbouring setups where they

were located and few had foreign students. The implication is localization of

education as opposed to internationalization of University education.

iv) Accessing Private Universities means that higher education is left under the

influence of market forces. The implication of this is that only the privileged

students who would pay tuition fee and other related costs enroll. This results in

intergenerational inequity. The majority of the masses from the lower income

echelons may be locked out not only from employment but also other spheres of

the economy.
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v) The stakeholder's views on quality of physical facilities, quality of teaching and

learning materials and quality of management in the Universities were inadequate

and wanting. The implication of these is weak service delivery.

vi) The completion rate of students in Private Universities was very high that is

96.80%. This implies that students' planning is facilitated on what to do after the

Universities' stipulated time of study. The Private Universities on the other hand

would plan on how to reap the benefits of large scale expansion.

5.3Conclusions

The following conclusions were generated from the findings of the study:

i) The study concludes that students admitted met the Universities' admission

requirements.

ii) The factors that influenced access were mainly advertisements III print and

electronic media.

iii) There was a strong positive multiple correlations(R) between the entire set of

access factors and enrolment of 0.962.

iv) Quality of education provided was high

v) Completion rate of cohort of 2007/2008 cohort was 96.80%

5.4Recommendations of the Study

Based on the research findings, the following recommendations were generated:

i) The expansion of the Universities should be commensurate with expansion of number of

teaching staff. While it may be argued that technology may dictate fewer numbers of

staff than before, it needs to be borne in mind that most of the teaching aspects still
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require manual operations such as marking scripts, preparation of notes among others.

This means that expansion needs to be made in due considerations of teaching staff

available and where enrolments have to be increased, an appropriate recruitment of staff

needs to be done.

ii)MostUniversities were expanding without the qualitative and quantitative growth in

physical facilities implying that the quality of education was in jeopardy, therefore, the

study recommends that they ought to provide the requisite physical facilities or be

closed down altogether.

iii)Most of the teaching staff in the Private Universities had masters' qualifications. In as

much as no country can be greater than her level of quality of teachers, it is evident

therefore that the quality of education is bound to suffer a great set back due to the

lecturers inability to deliver the good substance. The study therefore recommends that

most teaching staff who have less than a PhD degree should upgrade their qualifications.

iv) The quality of students' evaluation was questionable; the study suggests that specific

quality assurance mechanisms be put in place to ensure that Universities' teaching and

learning.

v) The quality of the administrative services of Private Universities was wanting in terms of

expertise and qualifications, therefore the study recommends that proper vetting needs

to be done to employ management personnel with required academic qualifications.

vi) Tuition fees was a major factor hampering full completion rates of cohorts of students

from the Universities, the study recommends that the Government through HELB

should also support needy students in Private Universities ..
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vii)Duringthe study, some Universities, for instance did not have a well organized data on

Student enrollment, deferments and drop-outs. The study therefore recommends that

Universities should have a student data base.

5.5Suggestions for Further Research

Vitalquestions still need to be answered as far as this study is concerned. In view of this, the

followingareas could be useful for future research:

i) A Study should be done to find out the perception ofParents/Guardians on quality

issues of Private Universities

ii) A Study should be done to bring to light how much tuition fees is charged by the

Private Universities and whether this is justified on grounds of justice and fairness

and quality of education offered.
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